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ON THE GREAT MERIDIAN.

The subscription price of the FRANK READE LIBRARY by the year is $2.50; $1.25 per six months, post paid. Address FRANK
TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 34 and 36 North Moore Street, New York. Box 2730.

On t~e Great Meri~ian Wit~ Frank Rea~e, Jr:, in ~is New Air-S~i~;
OR,

By "NONAME,"
Author of "Frank Reade, Jr.'s Greatest Flying Machine," "'l'he Galleon's Gold; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Deep
Sea Search," "For Six Weeks Buried in a Deep Sea Cave," etc., t:tc.

CHAPTER I.
THE " CLOUD CUTTER."

FRANK READE, JR.'s new nir-ship the" Cloud Cutter" was completed. The young inventor, bmous tile world over for his remarkable
inventions, was happy.
•
"Barney and Pomp," he said, to his two rigilt hand men and ser,_. vitors, •• you may prepare to take with me a tweuty-livo tilousand mile
trip in mid-air."
"Whnrrc.o!~' cried Barney, as be turned o. Hip-tlap, "shore Misther
Frank, it's a rale dai~y yez are! There's nothin' nearer me heart!"
"Golly!" exclaimell Pomp, as he cut a pigeon wiug, "I jes' ilope
dat we start on llat trip berry soon, Marse Frank!"
•• Just as soon as we can get tile air-ship provisioned," said Frank.
"I have already ordered the supplies. They Will be put on board today."
"Mussy Lordy!" cried Pomp, "twenty-five thousan' miles am a
berry gr~at ways, Marse FranK!"
"Ouce around the globe," declared Frank.
"Be jabers, we'll be traveled people whiu we get back!"
"You are right, Burney," agreed Frank." Shure, sor, over pbwat part av tbe globe we'll be aftber traveling!"
"Over North America, Asia, Russin, Europe and the North Atlantic Ocean," replied Frunk; "the !ine we shall follow will be that of
the Great Mewliun, wbicb passes through Greecwicb England."
"Fo' de Lor', Marse Frank! Amn't dat de meridian on which we'se
bound to reckon our time!"
" Yes," replied Frank; " it is in deference to the wishes of Profesaor Bulger of Wasbiogton that I ha,·e decided to take that course. He
wishes to make scientific and a8tronomicnl observations, and we shall
as nearly as possillle follow the great meridian around the earth."
"We'se bound to bnb eberyfing ready, sah," cried P.omp, with another dance. " Jes' yo' he snub ob dat!''
"All right,'' replied Frank; "see that you do, Now J will go and
see bow the workmen have finished tbut cabinet work in the pilot
house.''
Frank crossed the yard of the g'reat machine works, which were a
legacy from llarly generations of Reades, and were really the important buildings of the pretty little city of Readestown.
He approached a high roofed building with a great arched door.
There was a small side door, whtcb he opened and stepped Into tbe
building.
There upon the stocks, or large timbers, rested the f<>mous air' ship.
At first sight one was struck with its feasibility and its beaut.irul
outline. It could be seen at a glanee that the question of aerial navigation was solved, and in an exceedingly simple manner.
Tlle Cloud Cutter was a marvelous triumph. To attempt a thorough
description of it in detail would be almost impossible.
In structure it was nece3ssuily of the lightest material. The ribs
and superstructure were of lightest and toughest wood. The hull was
or thinly rolled but bullet proof metal, bemg an alloy of steel and
aluminum,
In shape the air-ship was built upon the lines of an ocean greyhound,
with great length and narrow beam.

She carried a long tapering bow, terminating in a sharp ram. Over
her <leek rose three tall masts or steel, which supported the rotascopll
aud three. large helices, wbicll were the sustuinmg power of the craft.
Upon the main shaft there was an immense rotascope, and below it
a wide winged belice. Tbe fore and aft shafts each held a belice of
great power.
These ilelices nod the ro:nscope were driven at immense speed by
powerful electric engines, operated by a storage system anll dynamos,
tbe secret invention of Frank Reade, Jr.
A hugfl four-bladed propeller at the stern, drove the air ship ahead
wilb great force.
The en~;ines and all the machinery were operated by means or an
electric key board in t.he pilot-house, which was in 1he bow or the shil>·
'l'be long, smoothly-polislled deck was guarded by a rail whicll ~<X·
tended all the way aronnll the ship.
Three cabins rose above the level or the deck, The forward cabin
was devottJd to the state-rooms of Barney and Pomp and the electrical
stores or the ship.
The main cabin was a8 richly furnished a8 any drawing-r.Jom, Here
were all the necessaries and comforts indispen~able io a long "oyage
througll mid air.
Tile after cabin contained the dining-saloon and the state-rooms for
the young inventor and his friends. They were richly furnished.
Below was tile galley, and between tllat and the engine-room was
the main hold, where were stored all the provisions and other matter
necessary lor the trip.
This is a meager description of the new air-ship.
For many weary months Fmnk Reade, Jr., had studied out the
plans and fittings of his new invention. Bit lJy bit be bad gotten all
togetber and perfected a wonderful whole which was the marvel of the ·
world.
And after many disappointments and delays, discouragements and
appare:Jt obsLncles, be bad overcome all and the new air-ship sprung
into being,
The young Inventor, therefore, may well be pardoned a bit of egotism when he claimed that the question or aerial navigation was effectually solved.
" If I were to hetrny my secret.'' he said, "it would revolutionize
the world. Our whole, political and social ' life would undergo a
change."
"How do you make that out!'' asked a friend.
"It IS easy enough to see, The change of affairs would be so complete and radical as to overturn everytbing in the line or travel now
iu use!''

"Do you mean it?''
"I do; it is very easy to see. If people could travel in air-ships
safely they could very quickly cross the coon try, and rail way trains
and steamboatil and other modes or travel would become a thing of
the past.''
"That is logic11l.''
"Of course. The effect upon society could then ver.v rea:lily be
seen. It would. demand different manners and customs, dill'erent
styles or living, a revolution in business, and a complete change in
our whole social and economic system.''
"Then you do not intend to give your dlscoverJ to tb!l world!"
"No, sir.''
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The answer was emphatic.
· "Why not!" asked the friend in surprise. "What could be the
harm?''
"It would be incalculable. For instance, suppose that the French
government obtained first the secret of the air-ship from me? She
would of course instantly proceed to pay back her score against
Germany. Revenge is sweet. By means of the air-ship she could
sail over the Kaiser's dominions ·a nd raze every city with dynamite.
That would involve Europe and perhaps the whole world in war.''
The friend was bound to acl;nowledge tbe logic of Frank's theory.
"Consequently,'' continued the young iuventor, '' 1 si.Jall prefer to
keep my secret to myself. No foreign government will ever buy It
'
from me."
Preparations were in rapid progress for the trip around the world
on the Great Meridian.
One day Frank got a telegram from Washington as follows:
" SMITHSONI.\N INSTI'PUTE
'
"FRANK READE, JR ,
"I shall reaci.J Readestown on the 27th inst. with my entire a!tron•
omical equipment. I hope that our trip on the Great Meridian will be
very productive of valuable data. My best respects to you.
'
"ANTHONY BULGER,
"Meteorologist.''
Progress on the air·sllip's equipment had been rapid, But when
everything had been got in readiness, as usual a drawback occurred.
Tllis was how it came about.
One day a queer looking individual alighted from the cars in
Readestown. He did not attract special notice.
He was in stature of medium height, but his features were wild and
hawklike with a ha2:e:anl expression. His eyes were dark and rest~~

less.
He was dressed in a queer, outlandish fashion and was beyond all
doubt a foreigner.
He hovered about the gate of the machine wnrks for several daye,
then one afternoon boldly advanced to ~be gate keeper and sent in
his card to Frauk Re\\de, Jr.
The name on the card was:
"MICHEL PAGLIASKI,
Moscow, RussiA."
Frank studied the bit of cardboard a moment and said:
" Probably he is some ageut of the Russian government sent here
secretly to buy the air-ship. Of course he must be met like all the
rest with a courteous refusal. Show him in!"
A few mom ents later Michel Pagliaski glided into Frank's private
office in a furtive and secret manner.
He looked about him cautiously, ns i! expecting that every article
·Of furniture might secrete a spy. Then he put a finger to his lips and
wl•isperetl hoarsely:
" Are we alone! Is it a safe place here?"
Frank in some astonishment regarded the fellow. A sort of snspicion dawned upon him that his VISitor was a species of crank.
So be said curtly:
·• What do you mean!"
" Do you not understand!'' said Pagllaski, "to be overheard would
mean ruin."
"Indeed!'' said Frank, with some irritation. "Your words are an
enigma to me. Please explain them."
Pagliaski bPnt forward and whispered hoarsely:
·• The world is In our grasp. It is in our power to overttrow the
fiendish rule of despots and become the saviors of men."
CHAPTER II.
NARROW ESCAPE,
IT needed nothing further to satisfy Frank that the fellow before
him was a crank. That he might be a dangerous one he also knew
was possible.
For a moment the young inventor was undecided how to f.Ct.
His first impulse was to call in Barney or Pomp and have the fellow
shown out.
But 011 second thought he reflected that diplomacy and careful tact
would be better in dealing with the madman.
It was easy for him to recognize In Pagliaski a represeutative of a
sect in Russia akin to ti.Je socialists Wlho are disposed to plot against
the government and will stop at no desperate end to accomplish tlieir
purpose.
For a lull half minute Frank steadily met the gaze of the crank.
Then be said calmly:
"My friend Pag!iaski, you have taken me at my very busiest time.
Affairs of tne greatest importance claim 111y time, and--"
The fellow frowned.
"Nothing is of snell vast importance as th.e salvation of men," he
cried savagely; "It is a God given duty whici.J we are bound to
place before all others! I have come a long ways to make a com·
promise with you, I tell you humankind must be saved!''
"In what manner do you seek to save them!'' asked Frank in a
conciliatory tone.
The erank's eyes glittered.
"Now are we ut om· work,'' he cried. "You have invented a new
air-ship. It was a divine inspiration which led you to invent that. In
It you and I will sail the globe over. We will carry great, stores of
dynamite, and we will raze to the ground-to the common level·e"ery palace, every castle, every stronghold of the despots wi.Jo hold
A
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the souls of the poor and oppressed between their thumbs. That shall
be our sacred task.''
1
Frank was dumfounded.
His first impulse was to peremptorily dismiss the fellow from his
presence.
But on second thought he saw that this might lead to serious resuit~. Beyond a doubt Pagliaski would make resistance.
What be might not do could not be eat1mated. He mi~bt carry
dynamite bombs in his pockets, for aught the young inventor knew.
So Frank still clung to a conciliatory course, as the best way to
deal with the madman.
"So that is your plan," be said, in a smooth way. "Well, my friend,
I cannot say that I am ready just at present to co ·operate wiLh you.
Of co11rse you will give me time,"
Pagliaski leaned over the desk and glared at Frank.
"You are not trifimg with me!'' he gritted.
"AsAuredly not!"
"For if you are, it will be a fatnl move for yon. Michel Pagliaski
is in earnest, and will not be foiled !"
"Yet it is only fair for you to give me time for preparation," ex·
postulated Frank.
1'he Crank's eyes lit Up.
"Ah, then you accede!" he asked.
" Come here to·morrow at this hour and I will tell you my plans."
Pagliasl\i looked keenly at Frank. IL was a trying ordeal, but
Frank met his gaze steadily.
The fellow was satisfied.
"It shall be so!" be said, arising. "I will be on hand to-morrow.
All must then be in readiness. If it is not, woe unto you!"
H
·
1 b•
A h
k
e arose ana crosset t 41 room.
t t e door he made a moe ing
bow and was gone.
Tbe moment the door clanged behind him Frank made action.
Hfl sprung to his feet inEtantly and touched a bell. Barney leaped into ti.Je room.
"Barney!" cried Frank, excitedly, "did you see that mali who
was just here!"
"'fhat woild Iukin' son av a say cook, sor! Shure 1 reckon be's a
Rooshian or a Turk!''
"Yes."
" Well, sor!"
"Go as quickly as you can for officers of the law. Have him locked up at once. He is a madman and not safe to be at large."
Away went Barney on his errand. He succeeded in procuring the
madman'o arrest,
Pagliaski fought savagely. Word Vl'as at once sent to the Russian
embassy, !rom whom it was learned that the fellow had escaped a
year before from Russian prisons, and that there was a price on hia
beau.
Pagliaski was put bahind the ,bars, and Fran~ congratulated himself on his narrow escape. But this was by no means the end of the
episode.
Professor Bulger had nrrivetl safely from Washington. The Cloud
Cutter was all in readiness.
The departure was to be taken the next morning, and at a late hour
in the evening Frank and the professor sat in the private draugbtingroom discussing some cigars.
Suddanly ti.Je door b:ust open, and in dashed Pomp.
"Golly, Marse Frank, dere am de debbil to pay!"
"What's the matter!" cried ti.Je young inventor. "What has happenetl!"
" Fo' de good Lor' sake, dat dynamiter, sah-he hab escaped from
prison jes' an hour ago, an' dey kain'L fin' a bit ob him anywhere,
sab."
" Jericho!" exclaimed Frank, bounding to his feet. " Has Pagllaski escaped? That is bad! Put guards around all the shops.
Lively!"
Iu an instant all was bustle in the machine works.
Frank felL sure that Pagliaski would visit 1!:is vengeance upon him
the very lirst thing he did.
Undoubtedly the fellow had any amount of dynamite hidden away,
whi::h he could procure in quick order. In view of all this there was
need of expeditious work,
Guards were placed in all parts of the works; but 1>8 Frank and the
professor were overseeing this a lithe, dark form apt>roached the
gate.
" Halt!" cried the guard, who was armed.
But Pagliaski, for he 1t was with a maniac·like scream, cried:
" I have come for my revenge! Death to the traitor."
1'hen be hurled some small object at the guard. The latter dodged
it, but it s\ruck the wall near him.
Instantly there was an enormous explosiou. Part of the wall fell in
and ~be luckless guard was torn in pieces.
With a maniac yell Pagliaskl rushed into the yard.
" Look out!" shouted Professor Bulger, "he means to destroy the
-air-ship."
That this was Pagliaski's purpose was certain. He was nshing
straight for Frank Reade, Jr.'s mnsterpiece.
A bomb was uplifted in his band. It was a critical moment. But
Frank yelled:
"Shoot himt·'
But already Barney, who stood near, had drawn his revolver and
fired wili.J quick aim.
Tbe dynamiter slipped and fell. A terrible tragedy followed.
1'ht dynamite bo!Bh in his ha!ld In its contact with the ground also
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explodell. This exploded the other bombs concealed about Pagliaski's
person.
There was an earthquake shock, a volcano of lire and debris. Not
a shred of the dynamiter was ever found afterwards.
His fate had been swift, sudden and awful. ·
Every man in the vicinity was thrown down. Windows were broken,
walls were shaken, ami other damal!'e doue.
The first impulse or all was to look lor the air-ship.
lL was partly dislodged from its stocks. There was a dent in her
aluminum plates, an::! the pilot house window was smashed.
But otherwise hnppily she was uninjured.
Mutual congratulations followed that the affair had been no worse.
No regrets were felt for the fate of the wretch who had caused the
disaster.
The remains or the unfortunate guard were tenderly picked up and
some time later turned over to his sorrowing friends.
This was the incident which delayed tlle depa.rture for two whole
days.
In that time the injuries to the air-ship were repaired and all some·
what regained their spirits.
There was certainly reason for congratulation that the affair had
been no worse.
Once more the preparations were made for the start.
This time no incident occurred to prevent, and upon a lovely June
morning the air-ship rose from the machine shop yard and started on
her grant cruise around the Great Meridian.
A great crowd had gathered to bid her God-speed, and ns she be·
came a speck in tbe sky all watched her with strange and excited
feelings.
She was to accomplish the greatest feat ever attempted by man.
Twenty-five thousand miles In n:id·air was certainly a tremendous
journey. Frank had however, based all his calculations upon the
greatest of nicety.
"We shall make the trip,'' he aaid, "but it will be at the expense
of the air-ship. She could hot sail five thousand miles further, as by
that time her machinery will be worn out."
"Yet you might replace it piece by piece as it failed." said Bulger.
"It would hardly be feasillle,'' declared Frank. "The ship itself
will be racked and strained by storms and other disasters. This one
tlip will be the Cloud Cutter's first and last."
"Allow that,'' said ~he professor. "Will it not be enough!"
"It will, indeed.''
Straight northward the Cloud Cutter sailed.
The Great Meridian made its circumference of the earth between the
50th and 60Lh degree or north latitude.
Frank intended to intersect the great line al a point upon James
Bay in Upper Canada. Thence he intended to sail west over British
Columbia to the Pacific.
When the entire circumference of the earth bad been accomplished
on this line, and the air·ship had again reached James Bay, then
would the great trip around the Great Meridian be completed in ita
wonderful e1tent.

"Just so."
"But I am curious to know where that hunter cq.n be. W~ are now
full two thousand feet above the earth."
"That is true," agreed Frank. "I opine that he is over there in
that lagoon, and that be is the cause of the flurry among those birds.''
"Impossible,'' said the professor. "That is too far otl' to hear the
report of a ritle."
"Pshaw," replied Frank. "You should know better than that. We
are in an elevated atmosphere, and the wind is !rom that direction.
You may be sure our hunter is over there. Ah! did I not tell you!"
The second report of a riHe cam\) plainly to the hearing or all.
Then they heard something else wLich gav!' them ali a wild thrill.
It was a strange hoarse cry of hom au agony.
The professor gave a start.
"Great Cicero!'' he exclaimed, "what on earth was thatr•
"It sounded like the cry of some one in distress.''
And such it was.
Frank turned to Barney, wbo was in the pilot-bouse door.
"Bear down for that lagoon over there, Barney," he said.
"Ali roigbt, sor," agreed tiJe Celt.
The air-at.ip was turned in the direction requested. In a short
while it hung over th~> lagoon.
Then a startling scene fell upon the vision of all.
The shores of the lagoon were !ringed with dense reeds and dank

~rrasses.

In these there crouched two white men in a canoe. Each carried a ,
rifle, and were apparently in the attitude of listening.
In the open lake, and at the edge or the saw grass, were four large
canoes tilled with Indiana. ·
,
The story coula be read at a glance.
The white hunters were encroaching upon the hunting reserve of the
Indians.
· The result was a conflict. The odds were decidedly against the
white men.
-·
For some while the aerial voyagt!rs watched the exciting panorama
or incidents bl'low.
Somewhat curiously, none of the contesting parties saw the air-ship
above them, or attempted to take an upward look.
They were Intent wholly upon a game of bide and seek.
The Indians were stealthily paddling along in the verge of the sawgrass, trying to locate their white foe.
The hunters, like Brer Rabbit, were lying low and playing a strategic game.
Suddenly the savages glided closer to the saw-grass. One of t.hem
parted the grass.
It was at a point which disclosed the white men to view. The sequel •
was swift and deadly.
There was a sharp crack, the rifle of one of the hunters spoke.
With a yell of mortal agony the savage went over into the water.
"Great Cicero!" gasped the t>roressor, "that is the end of him."
"It looks like it," agreed Frank, "but the hunters, have got to bus·
tle now.'·
·
This was true.
One of them bad seizPd a paddle and drove the canoe deeper into
CHAPTER IIJ.
the Haw-grass. Bot the savages were closing in very rapidly.
IN THE INDIAN COUNTRY.
It was certam that they meant to capture the wh1te invaders if they
WE have introduced the characters of our story, have described the could.
Rifle shots now rang out.
great air-ship and its purr;osed voyage; also we have seen the voy·
The white bunters worked their way deeper into the grass, but yet
agers take their leave of Readestown.
Now, with the reader's kind permission, we will tmnaport him to a the savagss pursued them.
point in the far Northwest where settlements were unknown-where
It was evident that this could not last long.
The redmen would certainly succeed in surrounding their victims.
the loot of white man seldom trod, and where the bear and the moose
held undisputed sway.
Then the white men's scalps would pay for their temerity.
The aerial voyagers excllanged glances.
Here one day the Cloud Cutter hovered about two thousand feet
above a great gorge in a mountain chain.
" ·Well," exclaimed the professor, "shall we see them exterlninatProfessor Bulger was on deck with h!s instruments, and was busily ed lily those barbanans!"
engaged in making observations.
"Not much," cried Frank, "they are countrymen of ours and it
" Steer a little to the northward, Barney!" he cried. " Perhaps a would be indeed inhuman to leave them to such a fate. Bring out
hundred yards. 'fhere! The registllr tells the story. We are exactly your rifles."
on the great meridmn!"
" Golly l dat am de way to do it!'' crie<l Pomp, turni11g a hand·
" At lastl" saitl Frank, drawing a deep breath.
spring.
'
"Yes, at last."
" Bejabers, we'll thump the loife out av the redskins!" averred
"Now we propose to keep on this line around the earth.''
Barney.
.
"Yes. When we reach England we shall pass directly over the
The rifles were quickly brought and the action began.
great observatory at Greenwich."
The lirst volley froru the air-ship tumbled three or the savages into
the water. ·
"Wonderful! I hope that our trip will be a success!"
•
" I think it will.''
The efi"ect upon those below was astonishing. They turned comA course was now set doe weat. Soon the air-ship was hovering pletely dumfounded and gazed upward.
onr the waters of James Bay.
The sight of tiJe air-ship hovering over them was a spectacle which
' At this time of the year it was clear of ice, and the sparkling blue none of them were exactly able to explain or comprehend.
expanse made a pretty picture so far below.
The white men sat stupefied. ;
The tlight across this 1 branch of the Hudson's Bay was quickly
'l'he savages with superstitious yells, dove from the canoes and tled ,
1
made.
ashore. Then they vanished into the forest as if from a spot ac ,;.
When the green forests of the opposite shore came into view a long cursed.
,
.
To them doubtless the aerial visitors were evil spirits and had des r
1 lagoon was seen to stretch far to the southward.
And from this immense flocks of wild geese and other water fowl cended to intervene in their attack upon the white men.
arose.
Tnere wag little danger of the Indians returning. They would for·
As they did so every one on the air-ship's deck distinctly heard the ever shun the spot like tile plague.
distant rPpOrt Of a ~tlln.
In spite of themselves the aerial voyagers were constrained to
"What was that?'' cried the professor. "Who is firing? I thought laugh.
thi1 region was unexplored by man."
" Well, I VOW!" cried the professor, " that disposed or them io a
"Not by the hunters of the Hudaons' Bay Company,'' said Frank. peremptory manner.''
"There are few wild nooks that they have not explored.''
"You are right," agreed Frank, ."they think . the fiends are after·'' Oh, of course. This is a part or the great for country."
them. Bail the white huntera.''
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Barney now lowered the air-ship nnd Frank leaned o..-er the raiL
{ They had in their baste left their rifles behind and bad brought no
weapons but lwives. This bad been a natural oversight as neither
" Hello, down there!" be shouted.
bad expected to meet any other danger, as no other foe was in sight.
"Bello!'' replied the men.
"Are you wounded, or in need of assistance!"
But JUSt as Barney ir.serted the knife into tbe bear's carcass a thrill"Not a bit, stranger," replied one of the rneo, "but who in tarna- ing incident cccurred.
Without warning from beneath a cavity in tbe ledge an immense
tion air yew an' whar did yew cum from anyway!''
"This is th.e air-ship Cloud Cutter !rom Readestown, U.S. A.," black form trundled forth.
replied Frank, "and I am Frank Reade, Jr., her owner!"
"Ht>avens!" gasped Frank, as he reeled back.
"Yew don't say! An air ship, eht Wall, that beats ther big beav·
"Tare an' 'ounds! Mither Mary save us!" eJaculated Barney.
crs! Wbar keeps ye afloat? Is it them big wings up thar?"
It was a second grizzly, if anytiling larger tban tbe first. Words
"Yes," replied Frank. "You can see them readily."
cannot describe the situation.
The two men were facing 11n awful peril.
"Ob, sartio; but what a head yew must hev tew git up sich a
The bear was bel ween them and the higher ledge. Back of them
thing as thet, I'll be durned !''
there was no retreat save over a precipice.
"Now tell us who you are?'' cried Frank.
"We ure two Hudson's Buy men. We cum over byar to bag some
One iustant the grizzly sniffed the air ar.d glared at his white foes.
The fealty ef a grizzly fur its mate is most intense. The scent of
otter an' ran into a gang of reds."
"Well,'' said Frank, "you were having a lively time with tht>m."
the blood taught the brute that harm IJad befallen ils companion.
"Yew bet! Ouly for yew we should have lost our ha'1·. Much
Its fury was tberefore beyond descnption. It emitted a hoarse roar
obleeged to ye. Won't ye cum cown? . We kam't do much fer ye but and tben made a sille-long lunge toward Barney.
give ye a fine otter pelt we've got hyar.''
"Luk out, Misther Frank!'' cried tbe Celt. "Shnre he's af~her us!
" Thank you," replied Frank, " if you are able to get back to your Divil take yez!''
camp all right, I don't believe we will stop."
TIJe lrisllman altemp'.ed to dodge, but the bear was too quick. He
"Oh, fer sartin' Don't yew fret about us! Them Iujuns never 'II was upon the Celt instantly,
git us boxed up like theL agin fer one while. But 1 say, friend!''
Barney dill not hesitate to meet the pass as a brave mau should.
He plunged his knife to tiJe hilt in the bear's side.
"Well!"
· " Wbar be yew going with that air-ship?"
Frank saw tbe peril of his -.:olleague and rushed to his assistance.
"No douM you will be surprised," said Frank, with & laugh, •• but He picked up a huge fagot and thrust it Into bear's throat, tllus preventing the brute from crushing Barney's arm in its jaws.
we are going around the world." ·
Then the battle began.
•• Arounll the world!"
Tbere was no way but to ply the knives. Again and again they
"Yes."
went
to tbe hilt.
"Yew don't mean it! That's a heap of a long ways!"
But yet it seemed as if no l'ital part could be reached. Tbe bear
" 1'wenty-tive thousand miles."
now had them botb in its embrace.
"Sho! How long will you be about it!"
Its claws were rer:ding their llesh and tearing their clothing from
" About two months we reckon."
"Wall, we wisb yew good luck. May yew git thar with ~her best them. 1'be situation was a most critical ene.
The air-ship was rapidly drawing down to tbe rescue.
of luck!"
But before it could reach the contestants a startliug event occurred.
" Thank you. Good·bye.''
The bear made a fierce lunge, all lost tbeir balance unll over tbe prec•• Bye ter yer, straungers."
The last seen of the trappers they were yet standing in the saw ipice they went.
grass watching tbe air-ship. This little episode was not long in lleing
It was full a hundred feet to a deep, dark pool below. The three
hurtling forms went into this with a terrific splash.
followed by yet anotber.
"Golly, Massy Lordy! sube us all!" screamed Pomp, "dey am
done fo' now, Marse Bulger."
CHAPTER IV.
" Never sny that!'' cried the professor, exciteclly, " lower tbe air·
EXPERIEN CE WITH GRIZZLIES,
ship. 'fhey must be sa\'ed!"
Down went the air-ship into the depths.
BEYOND St. James . ._ Bay there stretched an immeasurable waste of
Tllree struggling forms were en the surface of the pool. As for·
- .ureat and barren mount.ains.
tune had 1t, that tumble over tile precipice was tiJe salvation of Bar·
'l'hese were intersected with wild and rocky passes.
'
Tiley were as deep anti frightful ns any depicted in Dante's Inferno, ney an:l Frank.
It released them from the em brace of the bear.
and the aerial voyagers gazed down into them with awe.
'fo be sure the fall was a severe one, but they bad sul!ere<i nc ve=;
As they were sailing over one rocky spm of tbe mountain, Barney
great injury.
espied a startling object far below.
They were Ooundering in the black waters of the pool, :::ving to es.
"Mither av Moses!'' he cried, " wud yez luk at the loikes av tbis,
cape lbe savage pursuit of tiJe bear.
·
Misther Frank?"
'l'he
latter h11d not in the least abated its purpose to capture the
In an instant every one was at the rail.
white
foe.
It.
swam
about,
fiercely
snapping
and
clawing.
The cause of Barney's exclamation was at once seen. It was a mon·
But each time Frank or Barney would dive, at tbe same time trying
ster specimen of a grizzly bear, perched upon a ledge of rock, and
to reach tbe iellge where they could scramble out and escape.
rending the carcass of a mountain goat.
How long this sort of tiling might have continued it was not easy
"A grizzly!" cried the professor.
to say. Tbe prompt action of Pomp and tlle proftJssor saved the
"Tbat is so!" exclaimed Frank.
day.
•• What a monsttJr!"
The air-ship settled down rapidly over the basin, and the professor
"The laraest I ever saw!''
The voyagers gazed dowu upon the wild scene with much interest. threw a rope ladder down into the water.
It f'JJI into Baruev's grasp.
"Golly!" said Pomp, "I done think his akin would jes' make a fine
"Here, MtstiJei' Frank!" he cried. "Catch on quick, sor! Shure,
rug fo' de main cabin."
"You are rigbt, Pomp!" cried Frank. "It would be a great curi- we'll give•tlle ould brute the slip!"
Frank made a lunge for the ladder. He clutcbed the lower round.
osity, properly dressed."
"Is it not possible to secure the pelt!" asked the professor. "Wby Barney was above him.
"Up, up, Pomp," shouted the profeRsor.
not, Frank1''
The uear was beaded for Frank a:Id would have reached him in an·
"It shall be done!" cried the young inventor. "Bring out my
heavy rifle, Pomp. Hold the ship steady, Barney, aud lower a other moment. Tbere was no time to lose.
Up went the air-shiJ> aud Frank was snatched upward just in time
trifle.''
to escape the bear's cia ws.
These orders were obeyed.
Up the rope !udder Barney went, and Frank followed him.
'l'he air-ship descended a few hundred feet, and Frank took careful
A moment later they were on board the air-slljp. Their lives were
aim at the bear.
1
saved.
The rifle wbicb be used carried a very heny ball.
lt was a happy moment for all; for a br-ief time things had indeed
His purpose was to aim for tbe base of tt1e bear's brain, whJCh be
looked dubious.
could do with a fair cbauce of success at that angle.
But all was right now and the air-ship sailed back to the ledge; the
Crack!
giizz!y in the pool below crawled slowly out and sank exhausted.
The rifle spoke sharply. The bullet went true to its mark.
Bruin reared aloft a moment pawing the air. 'J'beu he fell in a Her wounds were beginning to tell.
Barney now quickly finished removing the ~kin or the dead grizzly
heap over the carcass of bis victim.
and then returned aboard the Clond Cutter.
Tbe aerial voragers applauded Frank's shot.
No time was lost In once more gettiog under way. Tbere was no
" That was a beauty!" cried the professor. "Now to get the skin.''
Down settled the air-ship. A few feet from tile ledge a rope ladder desire to romair: longer in that spot.
'.i'he Clout! Cutter went on ber way once more to the westward. For
was tbrown out.
Down this Frank aml Barney slid. The other two were to remain days she helll tbat COIUBe.
1'1le rest of the trip across British Columbia was uneventful.
and guard the sbip.
No descent was made nnd the Cloud Cutter made rapid progress.
Barney bad keen knives with him to flay the carcass. He at once
The Pacific Ocean rapidly drew near.
began work.
"We shall skirt the lower edge of the Aleutians," said Frank, ... that
The air-ship not having nn anchor out drifted some few hundred
will be a chance for us to see the seals and the island natives."
yards liway. This left Frank and Barney alone oc the ledge.
"I shall enjoy a seal hunt," cried the profeesor.
Both had committed a great oversigbt whi-ch they did not realize
•• Begorra, count me in, sort" shouted Barney.
until now.
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Pomp chimed in to the same effect. A day or two later the horizon
eleared aucl the ocean line was seen.
The voyagers much impressed all gatherecl upon the deck and go.zed
upon the wonderful Pacific, wbicll washed the western allures of the
American cou01tries.
It was a wonderful ocean and held much of mystery and charm.
The air-ship was to pass directly across its northern part.
"W£> are but a few hundred miles above Vancouver Island," said
l!'rank, "beyond the horizon line out therl.' you will find an island
which is called Queen Charlotte's Island."
"That ·is correct,'' cried Bulger. "And if I mistake not, there are
natives upon that isle."
"Do you wish to stop there?"
"I think not. I am anxious to go on to the Aleutians. There we
shall find much of interest."
"Very well," said Frank. "We will then say good-bye to the Ameri·
can Continent."
The air ship stood out across the sound to Queen Charlotte's Island.
This was pussP.d later in the day.
Then the air ship passed out to sea.
America was left behind. Foreign lands lay before them, where
thrilling adventures were in store.
With varied emotions tbey watched the great northweot territory
fade from view.
'
Then they turned their faces oceanward, and looked for w!Jat the
future would bring them out of the Western World.
CHAPTER V.
THE PLAGUE SHIP.

"OONALASHKA will be the Jirst of the Aleutians we shall come
across," said Frank; "it is beyond the extremity or the Alaska Pen·
Insula.''
"And then we will enter the Behring Sea," said Bul!:'er.
"Yes, and thence to Kamtschatka, tile border land or ASia. Beyond
that peninsu Ia is the sea of Okliotsk.''
It was a charming sail over the limpid waters or the peaceful
ocean. A few vessels were sighted.
But it was not uur.il they were nearing Oonalaehka that Frank made
out a schooner on their lee which flew a flag of distress.
"What ctin be the matter?" asked the young inventor, "it does
not look like a wmck.''
"Not at all,'' said Bulgl.'r; "she stands up well in the breeze."
There was some hesitation. Then Frank said :
"Well, it would not be a Christian spirit to refuse to aiu a distressed vessel. So here goes."
Tho air-sbi;> held down for the vessel.
As they drew nearer it was seen that she flew the flag of Russia.
Not a soul was on her decks.
Even the wheel wns deserted, being lashed to the wind. Her sails
llapped idly in the listless breeze.
" Why, wllnt sort ol a craft is she?" asked the professor in surpristl.
"What bas become of her trew? Have they mutinied and deserted,
or have they been washed overboard?"
"We'll soon lind out," saia Frank.
The air-ship sailed down to ,within speaking distance of the Olga,
which was the name of the ship.
Then she was hail ~ d.
For a time no reply came.
Then Barney declared that he beard a voice in the cabin shouting
in reply.
"That settles it!" cried Frank. "My curiosity is sufficiently
atroog to tind out what that means. Throw out t!Je rope ladder,
Barney.''
This was done and Fmnk and Pomp slid down to the shrouds of the
Olga. Thence they descended to the deck.
Plainly now a voice coultl be heard in tho cabin soliciting aid. But
it was not in the American tongue. 'f!Je utterances WP.re almost unintelligible.
"Golly, .Marse Fmnk!'' said Pomp, "dar am somefing wrong down
dero. Shuah's yo' bo'n.''
" That's rig11t," ngre£>d Frank, "but we'll lind out."
With whicl1 he ~prong down the little ca~in stairs. There at the
foot of the stairs reclined the tigure of a man.
His face was upturn ed, and al sight of it Frank paused, while a ter·
rlble chill seizl.'d his heart.
"My Ge>dl" hll gasped.
The fea1ures were hvid and awfully swollen. Great pustules were
thickly spread over it.
·Pomp halted, ami with a gasp or terror retreattd to the hilad or the
~angway.

"Golly, Marse Frank. Cum out ob dat, fo' de lnb or de Lor'!"
"Smallpox!" eJrclaimed the young mventor, in burely auditJle tonea.
"How horrilole, my soul, how horrible!"
The stench from the cabin was terrible. That others dead or dying were there contineu there was no doubt.
The unlucRy ship had been smitten with the awful plague and it
was certain that it.; crew would bG if they were not already wiped
out.

The poor wretch nt the foot of the stairs regurded Frcnk piteously.
He spoke in hurrie1l interjections, but Frank was not very familiar
with the Russiun tongue. He ventured to reply in French.
To his surprise the fellow answered him.
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·• For the love ·or the aaints, monsieur, give me help!" pleatiecl the
suffering wretch. " I am stricken with the awful plague, but I may
be saved. Do not turn from me!"
Frank braced bim~elf.
" No," he said, resolutely, " I will not torn from you. I will help
you all in my powQr. Have you companions!"
"All dead, monsieur." replied the fellow, "no help can be given
them_. I am Demetri NiliOlai the captain of this ves,.el. Twelve
months ~go we Bl}iled from the Baltic. This cursed disease came 1
upon us not four weeks al!;o. One by one our crew was dlilcimated '
and we flung them overboard. 1'wo are dead below now. I had
not the strength to bury them. Ah, God, I! ow my fever runs. I
shall die, if I do not have help. I shall die."
The wretch arose partly to his feet and sank back. Frank was in a
fearful quandary.
I
His sense of r.harity forbade his turning from the dying mao; yet it
was plain to him that he coulcl uot be saved.
And would be not carry back the infection to the air-ship with the
awful certainty of communicating it to the others!
What was to be done!
The poor victim lay groaning upoll the cabin floor. Frank hesitated
no longer.
"Go back to the air-ship, Pomp,'' he said. "Brmg me medicines
as Bulger will give them to you."
"A'ri<>ht Marse Frankl"
Away "'we~t Pomp. Frank went boldly down the stairs and beGt
down over the sufl'eriog man.
As he did so he saw tllat a great change bad come over him. His
faco had swollen friglltfully, anti his tongue protruded. His brea~b
came in gasps.
It needed uot more to tP.ll Frank the truth.
" Too late!' he m:~ttered. " He is sure to die!''
It was true.
The captain of the Olga was drawing his last breath. Before Pomp
returned he gasped his la'llt.
Frank at Ol!ee proceeded to administer liberal disinfectants to himself and Pomp.
Also he scattered it through the cabin. Two more of the crew lay
.....
dead there.
The Olga was a line ship, and it seemed a pity that such a curse had
fallen upon her.
'i'bnt was to be done?
Sllould they leave ller to the will of the wind and waves! This
would only make her a derelict to the peril of other ves8els.
Yet Frank could nut see any way to take her into a port. He
thought some of takmg her to the nearest of the Aleutians.
B11t while he '\IllS tllns uebMing the matter he heard a call from
above.
He rushed upon deck and saw that Bulger was at the air-ship's rail
calling him.
"Yonder is a Russian war vessel, Frankl" shout.ed the professor.
"Shall we no t signal her!"
"A Russian vessel!" cried Frank, eagerly seeing his way out or the
difficulty at ouce. "Certainly! Call her up at once-we will turn
t~e Olga over to her."
The signal was made, and the Russian vessel bore down to the
spot.
A boat was put out and brought her lieutenan~ to the Olga's deck.
The Russians were regarding the air-ship wi t h wonderment.
When the ltentenant stepped on declt Franlt quickly explained the
eituation to him in l!'rench.
"Mon Dieul" gasped the onicer, retreating to the gangway. "The
contagion, monsieur-the contagion!"
"Nonsense!" cried Frank sharply. "That is cowardice! Proper
disinfectants will prevent that. Something must be done with this
vessel-it belongs to your country.''
Petrovski, the lieutenan of tile Great Bear, saluted and replied:
"Right, .Monsiem American. I do not forget my duty. I will send
for our sur~eons. They will disinfect the vesaelnnd bury the dead."
"1'hen I am relieved from further rt-sponsibility and will turn the
Olga over to you!" asked Frank.
"Oui, monsieur!''
"That settles it,'' said the young inventor. "Let us go back to
the air ship, Pomp."
Back up the rope ladder to the deck of the Cloud Cutter they went,
while the Russians wntctecl them wonderingly.
There was no doubt but that the Olga Jiually reached port safely in
the charge of the Russian warship.
.
The air ship went on its way, All the voyagers disinfected themselves liberally.
•• No danger at all of taking the infection," enid Bulger, contldently. "I will give you a wash which will tix you all right, also an in·
ward dose which will kill tile germs of any disease on this earth.''
Whether the professor's medicine accomplished this end or not, it is
not possible to state, but certainly none in the party became in- •
fee ted.
The fate of the Olga's crew comprised a somewhat sad incident, and
had a more or less depressing efl'ect upon our friends for the balance
of the day.
Bot the next day Oona\ashka was reached: The long chain or the
"Aleutians came in sequence.
When the lust or these islands were passed over a great sea lay extended to view.
Beyond this was the great country of Asia.
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The trip of the air-ship had now been well entered upon. The native land of the voyagers was left behind them.
And they beg an to look forward to the scenes and incidents to come
with much ant1cipa ~ion.
•• We shall strike th e lower part of th e peninsula of Kamtschatka 1"
said Frank. " The ca pital, I believe, is the city of P<Jtl'apavlansk.
We shall leave that to the north.''
"Tlum we will not visit the capital," said Bulger.
"The people of KamtschaUm are a peculiar cl ass," said Frank.
" They are a cross between the Mongolian and the Russian Tartars. I
don't believe we had better tal'e many chances in descending among
such.''
" You are right,'' agreed Bulger, " the laws of th eir country might
not be friendly toward us!"
" Very true, and if the air-ship was confiscated, or we were imprisoned our trip around the Great Meridian would be seriously interfered with.''
" I believe you!"
"So we will not stop at any large town in Kamtschatka, But we
will sail near enough to the earth to get a good look at the people.
With that we most rest coutent.''
CHAPTER VI.
OKHOTS K SEA.
THE sail across the Kam tschatka Sea was quickly made. The next
day the coust of tlle Asiatic country burst into view.
They were now ente'r ing upon a new world, totally unlike thutr wbic'h
they had just left.
Most of the people or Kamtschutkllo weur furs winter and summer
alike; they populuted the coust quite densely, nllll as seen from the
deck of the air-ship, were o. very curious people.
Wherever the uir-ship was seen by th em, a sensation was created.
In the hamlets, people were apparently stricken with al arm.
They left tb eir labor in forest or fi eld and tied into their dwellings.
In one place where tllere was 11 little fort, a cannon was fired at the
Cloud Cutter,
But the shot did uot reach the air-ship, so no harm was done,
As this was the narrowest point of lhe peninsulu, It did not take
long to cross it.
Fiuully the Seu of Okh otsk burst into view, When first seen its
wuters were smooth and mirror lik e.
Vessels lay with idly flapping sails, and tbe VOYiugers mig-ht have
imagine(! tllat tins was the .Medi'tenanenn that they were looking at,
bad it not been ror a certain sling in the air.
But far in tl! e southeast there wus a bank of clouds, while a haze
obscured the horizon.
"I t.ell you we are going to have a storm," said Frank. "I am no ~
aure but that we had better not attempt to cross until after it is over.''
The professor looked dubious.
"Is it not risky to lund!" be asked.
ACROSS TilE

"Yes."
" Then I say for one, let us push on. Ir the storm comes we can
go above it, I t!Jink."
"Ail ri~ht," said Frank. "We will take the chances.''
So the Cloud Cutter wus launched out over the Sea of Okhotsk.
ThiS was doubly risky owing to th e fact that night was close at llund.
Tlie Cloud CutLer soon left tbe Peninsula of Kamtschatka far out
of sight. Only the boundless waste of the sea once more lay beneath.
Darkness shut down very r apidly now.
With it carne a soughing wind which lluttered through the paddles of the ~otoscope and swayed the ship.
The search-light sent a great
All the voyagers were on decl;,
pathway of radiance far across t he darkened waters.
Occusionally a vessel crossed thi s path.
But they were always
aeen with scant sail and laying before t.he wind.
It was evident that the mariners scented and were prepared us
well for the storm.
The pro·
The breeze was chill and all wore thick storm coats.
lessor but! even donned furs.
"I shall be e;latl to reaclt Asiu," ba said.. "I think we will find
it warmer iu Manchuria."
"There is cold in 1hH north or Manchuria, to be sure," saitl Frank;
"in !net, the great meridian follows a cold belt around the world.''
"Tbnt is a fact.''
Barney and Pomp had gone below.
Tbe durky bad ~;orne bread to put in the oven, and the Celt pre~end
ed that he had some ruachin erv to oil.
If there wns one thing the i.wo loved it was to piny practical jokes
upon each other.
A clever tr1ck, a. rough and tumble scuffie, or sharp badinage of
words just suited them.
It mattered not what Frank Reacle, Jr., would say, they would have
.
their little scraps just the same.
Thus fur their :ime bad been so occupied that neither had found
time for a racket.
But now the ship wus sailing eas.v, with har course regulated by
the rudder bemg lashed, and th ere wus nothing much to do,
Tbe moment Pomp reached tbe galley l!;l heurd shuffiing footsteps
behind him. He turned instantly to see that Barney was crouched
behind him.
The light or mischief in the Celt's eyes told the darky instantly that
he meant to pluy some prank upon him. Instantly l:'omp brtlced up.

" Hi da, J' O' I'1sh lonfah !'' he sputtered, "tink you'se a heap smaht,
don' yo'. Well, yo' kain 't come no chicken trap ober dis coon, an' yo'
kin bet on it.''
•· Begorra, it's desavin' yesilfye may be," uverred Barney, innocently. " Sbure, I wus jist cumm: in fer to see if yez didn't huve a struy
piece uv pie uround."
Pomp sniffed the air.
"Ain' got no pie fo' l'shmen," he declareti, stiOiy.
" Phwat's that yez say! Do yez mean to insinoonte, yez black ape,
that an' Irishman ain't as good us any other man!''
" Hain't got nuffin' to say, sah. 'Sperience is my ,.);eaebnh.''
"Begorra, it uiver larned yez tlacint manners."
" But it jes' opened mah eye, honey, all de same.''
"Bejabers, that's right, an' fer half u cint I'd close it fer yez," nod
Barn ~y spat on Ius hands.
" Huh!" snitled Pump; " yo' ain' so berry smaht us yo' finks yo' is.
G'long up to yo' own ingine room au' leabe de cook alone, or fo' de
Lor' 1 make yo' into dough lak I would a scoop ob flour. Tuke muh
word fo' it, honey."
1'his was enough for Barney. What better challenge could he have
or hope for•
" Do yez mur.e thut, naygur!'' he asked, sharply.
"Yo' beL I do!"
Whish! Biii! Bang!
Barney snatched up a canvas bound rasher of bacon and gave Pomp
the benefit or it.
It carrorned off the uarky's cranium, and struck the flour scoop on tbe
shdf above.
'l'he transformation was startling.
Down came the scoop with its contents. It changed Pomp from a
black man into a pule fuce quicker tb •Ln one could aay Jucli: RobinlOll.

There crouched the darky completely covered with flour. It sifted
through his wool down the back of his neck, percolated into his ears,
an d drifted up his nostrils.
Barney lay back with month wide open, roaring with laughter.
·
Pomp svluttered and gugged.
"Wbew-whist, Massy Lordy-gib me a chaince-1 fix yo'!"
Then the coon picked up the buge pile of dough on the shelf. Barney's mouth wns stretched open like the mouth of a cavern.
Swish-splutter-splash!
Straight and full into the Celt's yawning bread trup went the sticky
mass of dooeh.
It completely blocked up that thoroughfare, and sent the Celt over
upon bis back, gasping and gurgling and strungling.
"Fo' de good Lor'," roared Pomp, who now bad b:s innings, "l'se
squar' wif yo' dis time, !'ish! Ha, ba! Hi, hi, ho!"
It waa all tbe Celt could do to get tbe sticky muss out of his clinging jaws.
'l'iJen tbe expletives which burst forth Wtlre hardly choice or well
considered.
" Belubers-1'11-(splutter)-hnve the lnife av yez-(kerchew) fer
tbut, yez misfit nigger. Whurroo! the blood av the O'Sheas is . up.
Shure me kinllretl air calling from their oulll toime castles fer revinge. Lnk out fer yersilf, uaygur!"
And straight for the coon-Barney made a rush.
They closed in a terrific rough nne! tumble wrestle. It seemed as
if they were bound to break everything in theo place and their own
backs as well when Frank's voice cume down the cabin stairs•.
"Barney and Pomp! On deck lively! The storm has come!''
In a moment tbe two jokers were on their feet as sober as clocks.
They hastily pulled themselves together.
"The Sh torm!" gasped Barney, " bad cess to it. Shure I'm afraid
it will do us harrum !"
•• Golly! l'so jes' gwine to fink de same, !'ish."
So up tbe stuirs they went quickly to tbe deck.
A distant vivid lightning bolt shot across the sky. Frank was at
tbe barometer.
"We're going to have n hard one!" he cried. "Stand by all!
Close every door and window! Barney, go into the engine room!
P!'rnp, come with me into the pilot bouse! Professor, you can come
ulso if you wish!"
"I believe I will," agreed the scientist; "I can study tl:e phenomena from there the be~t or uny place.''
"I believe you can."
These arraugements had hardly been made when the storm burst.
For u moment it seemed as if 11 million bowling demons were
about the air-ship.
A perfect pandemonium reigned.
Th~n rain fell in torrenta.
While this lustad the uir-sbip rorle steady, but Frank knew that as
soon as the clond passed they would get the storm.
Ami this came true.
The rain cloud quickly pJIBBed and the air-ship was at tbe mercy of
the awful winds.
For u time it seemed us if the frail vessel could not live. Frank
clung to the wheel us long o.s che obeyed her rndtler.
But there c'lme a time wb en the terrific force of the gale forbade this.
Then she was picked up and tossed und pilcbed like a toy at the mercy of a giant.
Round and ronnd s 11e spun like n top.
"Heaven help us!" cried the professor, "Cau we hope to outride
this, Frau k !"
"Ke~ p cool!'' cried the young inventor, "it cannot las~!"
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"II it does we are certainly lost!"
"Never give up," replied Frank.
For a moment there came a lull. It seemed as H the first onslaught
or the gale was spent.
The air-ship came to her bead and rode level and steady. Then
Frank brought ber up closer to the wind.
But the respite was brief.
\
The next moment it seemed as if a thunderbolt had struck the
ship.
She went almost Instantly over upon her beam ends, and not one
on board but e-1pected death was at band.
CHA;Trl VII.
THE

BRIGANDS.

EvERYONE in the party wa11 thrown violently over and knocked half
seuseles8.
What followed was like a terrible mixed up dream to the voyagers.
It seemed as if they were being hurled and whirled, they knew not
whither and there was no power to prevent, neither could they regain
even a momentary equilibrium.
Frank regretted in tllat instant his attempt to outride the storm,
He saw that it would have been much wiser and safer to have
mounted into a higller altitude above the tempest.
Ir l:.e could have reached the key board aL that moment, he woald
have quickly sent the air-ship up. But lie was unallle to do so.
" My soul!" he gnsped in llorror, " we are lost. 1 rear tlle worst.''
Every instant he expected to feel the air-ship dashed into the sea.
But this did not happen. A lucl;.y accident occurred to prevent.
As good fortune bad it, Ihe wrenching of the air-ship threw open
the rotascope lever to its fullest width; the result was that the airship shot upward.
Up it went like a rocket. Up and up, whirling and tossing, buffeted and hu:·led, but yet up.
Soon th~> terrible mo~ion · begnn to abate.
The Cloud Cutter once more rode on an even keel. The mnchinery
was buzzing frightfully.
Frank regained his feet half stunned and reached the pilot-house
window.
Tb:e search-light sent a glare l.nto the depths below. This revealed
the fact that they had risen above the storm.
" Is- is it over?" gasped the professor, as bruised and and exhausted he regnined his feet.
I ·
•• Yes!" replied Frank.
•• 'fhank Heaven!"
•• At IE!ast we are out'or the storm!"
•• Where are we now?''
•• Well on our way to Heaven if the machinery is not chec:Ced soon,"
said Frank. "Turn off the main dynamo, Barney."
•• All rolght, sor," came back a rueful voice from the engine room.
"Shure, I've nigh broke me bead fer it.''
The upward ascent or the air·ship was cbecked, however.
She hung in mid air far above the clottds. Overhead the stars
twinkled brightly In the azure dome.
The thunder and roar of the storm came up plainly from below.
The voyugers now realized what & narrow escape they had.
•• On my word," cried tbe professor, "I wouldn't go through that
experience again for anything!"
"It was a rocky oue," agreed Frank, " but we are out or it all
right, and we must congratulate ourselves."
"We certainly have reason to. But what will the move be
now?''
" All we can do is to wait for the storm to pass.''
•• Exactly!''
"In daylight .we can tell much more clenrly what to do. That is
certainly beyond dispute.''
"Do you think the ship is badly Injured?"
"I hope not. We of course cnn tell little about it just now."
"What makes it so cola!" crieu the professor, blowing his fingers.
"Golly! l'se nigh froze up!'' averred Pomp, dancing a jig.
"It is the altitude," said Frank.
"Why, certainly,'' agreed Bulger. "Why did I not think of that!
Only see, the windows are already covering with thick frost.''
"We will do well to keep inside where it is warm," said Frank.
There was an electric heating device on board the air-ship. This
was culled into requisition.
The result was that the cabin was soon as . warm as one could desire.
As the danger was now over, and things were once more comfort·
able on board the air-ship, the question of sleep was brought up.
As it was past ruiduight the necessity or at once turning in was apparent.
Barney offered to stand on guard until daylight, so the ot.hers turned
in. When day came at last the storm had passed, and the CloudCutt.er de&cended to a more comfortable level.
So tar as could be ascertained no harm had occurred to the ship,
beyond a straining or her hull and the slight springing of the rotascope shaft.
But Frank was decided upon one point.
He would never risk another storm. It was better always to be on
the safe side.
This was the only s~ious Incident which befell tile travelers upon
their voyage across the Sea or Okhotsk.
I The first land sighted brought .all on deck.

" The Island of Saghallien,'' declared Bulger, " beyond it is the
Gulf or Tartary where so many Japanese pirates have strongholds,
auu beyond that is Amour, a prolice of western Asia."
"Then we shall sojourn WiLli the Tartan and Upper Mongolians for
a long while!" said Frank.
"Yes.''
"Wdl, I am not anxious to make their close acquaintance. II we
do not descend, we need apprehend no trouble from them.''
"Exactly! There is no very good reason why we should descend."
"None, whatever. Our purpose is to accomplish the circumference
or thll earth upon the Great Meridian?"
,. Just eo!"

,

~

The coast of the Sagh ~llien Island was a wild and inhospitable one.
The time o~cupied in crossing the island was not ~rer.t.
The narrow body of wat'lr known as the Gull of Tartary was beyond; Across this the air ship sailed.
There were n•Jmbers or lateen-sailed craft seen upon the sea below,
and Bul)!:er declared:
"No doubt they are Japanese pirates. This is a favorite rendezvous for them.''
,
But when the coast or the Continent or Western As1a really burst
into view then our travelers were vastly interested.
The coast was strewn wilh little quaint fishing ports and hamlets.
Curious Tartar craft sailed the sea.
The air·ship sailed over the high cliffs inland.
The country spread to view was not or tbe most fertile or yet the
most barren.
There were grain fields and mnr:y signs of profitable agricnlture.
But the cities were walled, and armed bands of men were com moil.
Like any barbarous co)lntry it was plainly accursed with petty war· fare and brigandage.
For a whole day tile air-ship sailed over ·Amour.
There was much to watch in the quaint villages and the odd costumes of the people.
Professor Bulger profited by this. lila sntistied his mind up.>n
many points which had hitherto been knotty problems.
The great range or Joblannoi mountains were visible far to the
North.
A spur of these were to be crossed by the air·9hip. Their high
summits and deep, dark passes marked the real boundary line in~o
Manchuria.
Thus far no incident of n thrilling sort had occurred.
"I declare," exclaimed the professor, "don't tuose mountains look
like the resort of thieves and llrigandst"
"I'll wager they are such." declared Frank.
"I would not be a bit surprised. Nature certainly designed them
for just such a purpose."
"One might expect to see Ali Baba and his Forty Thieves appear.''
"Just sol"
The air-sbip hung over a deep and rock pass, wllen the professor
caught sight or a curious scene llelow.
Laboring up a steep and narrow bighw-:" was a train or people. In
the lead was a very curious looking vehic. ~ draw!: .JS Ba=~ary horses.
In the vehicle there reclined upon si::;E' •, cnsn;ons & -very tleauLilul
yonng lady, evidently a Russian of noble I H th.
·• Heigho!" cried the professor; " here ·' n ecene !rom a fni!"' .ale.
The princess and her retinue. Where no ·~ is the gay young ]()ver1"
Instantly the others crowded to the ' ail and regarded the scene
with interest.
"Sue is certainly a person or distinct,/ •m," said Frank; "there is
no doubt of that."
The droshky, or whatever sort or vehicle it might b~, w11s a good
load for the four Bnrbary ponies.
They tugged and pante<l up the steep grade until they reached the '
brow or the cresent.
Then· the driver, like a merciru! man, brought them to a halt.
It was at this point that Bulger suddenly clutched Frank's arm and
cried:
" Mercy on us! Do you see that?"
" What?" asked Frank in a tone or surprise.
Then he held his hreath with sudden mterest as be beheld the scene
which had claimed Bulger's attention.
From a section or the mountain pass, a troop or ·armed Mongolians
with their curious yellow costumes suddenly rode forth,
·
They instantly surrounded the traveling party, with threatening
gestures and brandished swords.
" They are brigands!" cried the professor, " I tell you, Frank, they
mean to assassinate the party!"
"Easy!" said Frank, coo1ly, "there is no doubt but what they are
brigands, but they shall not harm that travelin~t party if I can help it."
"Good!'' cried the professor, eagerly. "You mean to go to their
rescue?"
"I do!"
Barney sprang Into the pilot-house and checked the speed or the
nir-shlp.
Then be allowed it to drop quickly until it was but a few hundred
teet above the contestants.
A most stirring scene·was there being enacted.
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CHAPTER VIIi.
BROUGHT

TO

EARTH.

ALREADY the brigands and the soldiers of the Tartar princess' train
were crossing swords. That the latter were half hearted in their defense, however, was very certain.
1'he certainty of their defeat and the hope of amnesty was doubtless
responsible for this. In fact it was not improbable bot tllat some of
them might be in league with the robbers.
1'he princess tlerseH seemed distraught. She was shouting excited
and hysterical commands to her followers.
Up to tllis mowent none in either party had perceived the air-11bip
alJove them.
Now, however, Frank placed a small trumpet to ilia lips, and gave a
quick, harsh note.
Instantly those below looked up in amazement. Tlle result was not
easy to depict.
The appearance of such a spectacle in mid air over th eir beads was
such as might well have aroused every superstitious element in their
ignorant minus.
For a moment the Princess and her men gazed spell-bound.
The attacking brigands reined. back their Barbs 10 sheer amazement
which merged into terror.
The great ship swooping down upon them throagb the air was a
spectacle which tbey could not uo<ierstand.
Had it been upon the surface, they would have feared little. But
floating in the air-what but supernatural' means could account for
tllat!
Frank kept the Cloud-Cotter hovering above them, while he rn:~g
the changes upon tlle horn.
The brigands atood their ground but a few moments longer. Then
they gave rein to their horses.
In every direction through the bills they fled.
It would have been folly to have attempted to catch them.
Nor did Frank venture it. He bad gained his end which was to
save the Tartar Princess' train, and that was enough.
However, he sent down a hail iu French LO the natives below. To
his surprise it was answered.
" What manner of beings are you, who can float in the air!" came
tile query.
•· We are Americans!" replied Frank.
"Americans! All, wonderful! Mon Dieul hut yours nre the greatest
people in the world! Nothiog is impossible r.o you, even to sailing in
the air!"
"Tbnt is right," Frank replied; " but how did you, a Tartar, learn
to epeak French so well7''
"Pardon, monsieur, I am uo Tartar, but as good a Frenchman as
ever trod the Jardin Mabille or the Roe de St. Honore!''
"You are a Frenchman!"
"Oui!"
" How-what are you doing in this out of tho way part of the
world!"
"Ab, monsieur, I am a fugitive from my native soil-unJer the
ban of a crime falsely charged to me. I was never guilty of it. But
I am doomed to exile in this unknown part of the earth."
"That is hard luck. What is your name!"
"I am Pierr\) Vootnine of Paris. Here, I am Ubla, the captain of
tl:e guard of the Princess Trikona. You have saved her life, monsieur. We were attacked by the treacherous Kasmona, who had sworn
to carry her to Mongolia as his bride.''
"IndeeJ!" cried Frank, "convey my compliments to the princess
and tell her I am glad to have been able to serve her!"
" I will do so, monsieur:''
A cousul~ation was held between the captain of the guard and the
princess.
The result was that Trikona waved her stlken serape gracefully to
Frank, who gallantly responded by a low bow.
Then the princess and her train went on, w!Jile the nir-sbip went
back to its higher altitude.
Across the spur of the Joblunnoi the Cloud-Cntter made its way.
They were now In Manchuria the laud of the Tartars and the Mongols. It was a wiltl and picturesque land.
Two dnys sailing !ntllced to cross it, however.
No event worthy or note occurred. Then the party came to the
Province of lrkoutsk.
For some days the air-ship sailed over this province which was
really under Russian. regime. It was thickly settled.
Towns, cities, and hamlets were scattered everywhere.
There were extensive mines, great agricultural fields, and evidences
of Industry nnd a semi-civilization which augured well for the future
or Jrkoutsk.
"Well,'' said the prolesaor, after some study, "this is about the
best part or Asia we have come to vet.''
"Indeed it is," agreed Frank, "and that is not saying much.''
They laughed at this and turned away from the rail. Just as they
did so a dtstant boom was heard and there was a shock.
The air ship reeled and shook from stem to stern. The mac!Jinery
buzzed, and the Clond Cutter began to sink.
·• What has happened!" cried Bulger, wHdly. "We are sinking."
"Golly, Marse Frank, we'se gwioe to de debbil now!'' cried Pomp,
in wildest dismay.
" Bejabers, we'll fall into the bands av the spalpeeus!" cried Barney, "bad cess to thim!''
Frank was at the rail instantly.

t

A glanee wns enough.
He saw far below, m a small valley, a little mining town. It was of
tb'e size or an American village, containing live or six thousand iobabttaots.
In the mountain side were deep mioing shafts.
Here the exiles and slaves worked, digging coal and iron from the
depths of the earth.
There was a small fort on the !Jill-side. That it was garrisoned was
plain to be seen.
.
And certain members of this garrison bad conceived the dastardly
plan of bringing the air s!Jip down to the earth.
For t!Jis purpose they had loaded and sighted a small cannon. The
shot was nigh spent when it reached tbe Cloud Cutter.
But it yet bad sufficient force to dent the ship's plates and tb.row the
cog gearing of the rotascope out of shape.
This of course caused the air-ship to sink.
It was descending rapidly.
The soldiers in the buttery thought they bad done a bl! thing and
cheered wildly.
But Frank set his lips firmly and muttered:
"I'll. give tbe~t all tbe fun they want before they get through ...
A qutck exnmmatton allowed tbat tile cogs could not be repaired at
a moment's oouce.
It would be necessary to take the ship to the earth noyway. But
Frank knew that it was descending among ita arrant foes.
. 'l'~e situation was certainly not one to be contemplated with equammtty.
Down sank the air-ship. The voyagers had armed themselves and
were stationed in the pilot house rea<!y for deadly battle.
A large body of the Tartar soldiers were under the air-ship and instantly seized its rnil as it touched the earth.
In a jifiy they began to pour over the rail.
They were a lawless and barborous set, and Frank saw at once that
it wns useless to temporize with t.bem.
Tbeir apparent purpose was to at once overwhelm the defenders of
the air-ship. Frank saw at once what the result would be.
The laws of the land would no doubt permit them to confiscate t.he
air·ship. The great trip aro;~nd the earth would be terminated in a
sad and miseralJle manner.
The nervea of tbe voyagera were at highest tension, and Bulger remarked to Frank:
"It looks black for us, don't it! , What shall we do!"
"Keep cool,'' ncljtued Frank; "when I give the word, lire! Make
every shot count the best you know howl"
The crisis had come.
Over the rail upon the deck swarmed the Tartar soldiers. Aotall
barbarian with a long sword led them.
Frank threw all his strength into his lungs, as he shouted:
" Hold there! By what right do you attack us!''
The Tartar chieftain evidently did not understand English, for be
waved his sci meter and retorted in a defiant and pompous way.
Frank again repeated his demand. This time tbe answer was or a
different sort.
There was a sbiup report and the woodwork of the window frame
close by Frank's bead was shattered.
This was enough for the young inventor.
Be sprang up instantly and closed the steel shutter.
" Give it to the murderous dogs!" he cried. " Spare none!"
Barney and Pomp with loud cheers opened fire.
It was at close and deadly range. As fast as they could work the
repeaters they did so.
· Tbe Tartars fell beneatll such a lire and were for a time swept back
over the rail.
" Keep it upl" shouted Frank. "Don't give them a chance to get
aboard again!"
"Y:>' kin bet we will!" cried Pomp hilariously.
" Begorrn, ba~e at tbtm !" cried Barney.
It was lively work for a time. But the Tartars, seeing that they
could not cnrry the air-ship by open assault, retreated.
They fell behind the cover of an elevation near.
"Hurrah!" cried Bulger, "we have whipped them!"
"It is a point in our favor," said Frank cautiously, "though we
haven't done with them yet."
" Don't you bellete it?''
"You shall see."
And at that moment Barney gave a sharp cry.
"Shure, Misther Frank, they are bound to bent us! It's all qp
wi~h us now, for shure!"
" My soul!'' exclaimed the young inventor. "We are doomed!"
There was good reason for this exclamation.
All beheld an astounding and demoralizing spectacle. From the
fvrtitications near the mouoted cannon bad been rolled forth.
It was drawn up within range and trained upon the air-ship. It was
a thrilling moment.
·
Never bad defeat nod death been nearer our voyagers than now. It
seeme:l certain that they were to meet it this time.
The gun was trained, and a guard stood by it with lighted fuse. One
shot from the cannon would be sufficient to ruin the air-ship.
Frank gave a groan.
" This is a sad ending or our pinnal" he said, "yet, what more can
we do?"
"Awalt our late with fortitude," said Bulger, heroically.
I
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CHAPTER IX.
IN THE POWER OF A FIEND.

I

· BuT the word was not given to lire.
The captain of the Tartar soldiers made a few flourishes wi~b his
sword and then walked boldly forward.
Frank saw that u. truce was meant and accepted it. Certainly there
was no hope left now but to temporize with the 'l'artars.
So he stepped out on the deck and said:
" Sprechen sie Deutsch?''
The Tartar looked puzzled.
"Parlez vous Francais?''
No intelligible sign,
"Haban y' Espaool!"
Again no reply.
"Professor!'' cried Frank. "You know the Turkish language.
Try that on him."
The professor bad spent years in Arabia and 'l'urkey while pursuing
nrchreological researches, and understood various Semetic tongues.
He stepped forward nod addressed the fellow in plain Turkish. Bat
though the Tnrtar captain looked more intelligent, yet he did not
seem to understand.
But the prufessor varied the language with a number of dialects
nsed by various tribes or Asia. As a result he hit upon the right one.
"I salute thee, Effendi!" cried the Tartar captain, eagerly. "In
the name o! Mohammed, you must surrender to Beoi Sbirl, Captain
or the Sheik's Guard and apostle or the Prophet!"
" Are those your terms, Beni Shirlf" asked the professor. " Why
do you moles.t us!''
" Why do 1 molest thee, dogs of Christians!" cried the Tartar, angrily. " How canst thou ask that question when thou mayst SflB about
thee the handiwork of thine, the noble followers of tile Propbet thou
hast done to death!"
"You forget that you opened the warfare, great captain," replie<l
the professor, in a conciliatory way. "We but defeode<l oursefves.''
" Yet thou art dogs of Christians and invade the lallli of the Prophet!"
" Not until you fired upon us and brought us down out of the
clouds!''
The expreMsion of the Tartar's face changed.
" Thou hast the art or flying in tbe air," he said, u thou shalt
teach i~ to Beni Shirl and he will give thee thy worthless lives!''
The professor interpreted this to Frank,
u Aak him what he proposes to do to us if we refuse," he said.
"We will bang the whole or :ye,'' retorted the captain. "Refuse
to surrender anu our cannon sball blow yon to pieces. Your airship is the property of Beni Shirl now!"
u What sball we do!" asked the professor or Frank, 11 is there no
strategy wbicb we can devise!''
"Leave him to me," said Frank, coolly, "I think I can fool him!"
Then he gave the professor directions for addressing the Tarto.r
captain. The savant began in a circumspect way.
"The captain of the air-ship salutes you, Beni Shirl," be said,
" be will treat with you upon certain considerations.''
"I await them," said the captain of the guard, haughtily.
" Firat yon sball spare our lives and set us safely outside your
country."
.
"And for that!"
" He will turn the great air·ship over to you and teach you bow to
operate it.''
·
" It is well," cried Beni Shirl, eagerly. u The bargain is done, Let
me be shown the trick at once."
"Easy! Your eannon ball damaged the ship, so that it cannot de·
scend without first mnki:~g repairs."
"It is well. You shall have all time.''
Beni Shirl spol;e to a number of the soldiers, who advanced.
" What is this!" asked the professor.
"Only a matter of form, Effendi," said the captain, suavely. "I
shall be compelled to treat you as prisoners until after you have ful·
tilled your part of the bargain."
•• Jupiter! !Je is a keen rascal," said Frank, with a smile. "Well,
let him have his own way. We will make him dance a hornpipe yet."
"It is our only hope."
•• Certainly! resistance would be the height of folly! Watch and
wait!''
The armed guards were placed on the air-ship's deck and were
stationed about it.
. Then Frank began work on the disarranged cogs of tho rotascope,
It WaS DOl a long task.
In a few hours he bad all in good working order again.
His first hope had been to give the Tartars a surprise and suddenly
send the air-ship up and leave them. But this was not feasible,
They had passed heavy ropes over the deck, evidently foreseeing
this possibility.
But Frank was not baffled yet.
"I'll tix them!" be muttered.
Word was now Aent to Beni Shirl that the air-ship was repaired and
wns at his disposal.
An immense tbroog of Tartar people were congregated about. The
soldiers were drawn up in n deep square.
The captain of the guard came ostentatiously in response to the
summons.
As he step]>~d aboard the air-ship he was accompanied by RiX
brawny eunuchs all armed with keen edged sci meters.
,
"Treacbery will meau death,'' he intimated gr1mly tn Bulger.

The professor only bowed seriously.
Then he and Fr!ink took tue captain in cuarge, and began to show
him over the air ship.
The six big eunuchs kept close behind their master. But Frank
only smiled gnmlv.
Tbe young inventor pretended to describe to the captain all tue
mechanism of the ship.
The professor acted as interpreter.
But tue captain of the Tartars found the electric problem something
deeper tban anything be bad ever attemp~ed to fntbom.
He wus befogged.
'l'here was nothing like it in the Koran or in tbe writings of his
fathers _ This mysterious unseen element must be linked with the
devil.
And for a moment his supere:itious fears asserted themselves.
But be overcame his religiOus scruples in Ins anxiety to become
master of the air ship. So he demanded tbat be should be sbown bow
to make the air sbip rise.
Frank took him ~o the key board.
"Press that," be said, putting his band on the lever.
The captain did so.
Tbe machinery buzzed. Sparks leaped from the dynamos. But the
ship did not rise.
An angry gleam shone in the captain's eyes. Ha gave a guttural
exclamation. Instantly the six eunuchs brandished their scimeters.
" MaKe the ship rise or you die!" hissed Bani Shirl, " there shall be
no treachery here!"
"You forget, noble sir," said Bulger, obsequiously, "the ropes you
ordered placed across her deck act us an anchor."
The captain's face chao~r:ed. He lookE>d a bit crestfallen,
" Enough!" he cried to one of the eunuchs, " remove the ropes!"
The order was instantly obeyed.
'l'be ropes were removed.
Frank drew a deep breath,
He knew that the critical moment bad come. He !eaned forward
aud placed the captain's band upon the electric lever.
Instantly tbe ship began gently to rise.
Up abe went gracefully and wi:h a thrilling motion. For a momen&
Beni Shire forgot himself in his delight and excitement.
Up for a thousand feet went the air-ship.
Frank all the while was endeavoring to explalD tbe mechanism to
the Tartar chief.
But. Beni Shirl only comprehended part. He rushed out upDn deck
and took a look at the earth.
In the kllO\Yledge of his mastery at that moment he grew inflated
1
and begau to give grandiloquent orders.
One of these wus that the eunuchs should throw one of the menial
soldiers over the rail. The tyrannical ond despotic Tartar captain
with true Nero-like spirit wanted to see tbe effect of his journey to the
earth.
The order was oheyed.
The poor wretch, ecreaming and struggling, was carried to the
rail.
" My soul! that Is awful!" gasped Frank. " What an Inhuman
monster."
• He is a fiend!" cried Bulger.
But no help could be accorded the unfortunate wretch. Over the
rail he was launched and down he went to a fri(!htful death.
Complacently the monster watched his subject vanish in space.
Tben be gave a guttural command for the air-ship to be put to her
speed.
This was done.
The ship was maile to go around in a wide circle. Then, fully
satisfied of his supremacy over the air-ship and her crew he walked
profoundly up to Bulger, and announced:
"1 have changed my mimi, sire. You are too valuable subjects to
depart from my country. You are made subjects of mine and I will
reward you well for faithful service. But if you 1leceive me-" a.
frightful grin- " I will make you wish you had nenr bad a
mother!''
Bulger conveyed this information to Frank. The young inventor
said:
"We will tame the Tartar. There is no better time to act thaa
now!''
CHAPTER :l..
ACROSS THE URAL.

THE very moment that the air-ship left the earth and got out of
range o! tbe cannon, Frank knew that he had the game in his own
hands.
His plan to oust the •rartars was a very simple one.
The decks of the air-ship were o! ~tee!. 'l'bey were equipped with a
device which Frank had conceived witll the very idea in view of no •
invasion on her decks by a foe.
He could have employed the device before, while the air-ship was
on the earth.
But she was while there under the muzzle of the deadly cannon.
Now there was no bar to its use.
He, therefore, wasted no lime in making use of it.
Wherever he went two of the armed eunuchs accompanied him,
This was a warning against treachery.
But Frank only smiled at this. At a convenient moment lae gave a
private sigual to the others. Instantly action wae made.
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Barney and Pomp were at the wheel. They instantly stepped upon
a little dais which rested upon glass legs.
Bulger by the rail <:id the &arne. Frank at the keyboard also stepped upon a glass plntrorm.
Then he instantly switched the full force of the dynamo current into
the steel deck of the air-ship.
Simultaneously the Tartars all gave a leap in the air and fell sense~
less.
Frank switched the current off.
At his feet lay the two eunuchs who bad followed him with their
drawn scimeters.
All bad been done in the twinkling of an ~>ye. There was not time
for even an outcry.
The entire murderous gang were hors do combat, and wholly at the
mercy or their erstwhile prisoners.
Beni Shirl lay by the pilot house door in a senseless heap. It was
safe to say that none of them knew what had struck them.
"Whurroo!" cried Barney, leaping down from his perch. "That's
the way to fool 'em: Shure, they're not in it now at all, at all!"
"Golly, dey jes' guv up de ghostis like little lambs," chimed in
Pomp. "::5nah dey amn't so ferocious as dey was!"
As for Frank and Bulger, they were much gratified. But the ques.
tion now arose as to what it was best to do with tbe senseless Tar•
tars.
No~Ce of them were dead.
At any moment they might come out of
the spell upon them.
Frank hit ppon an idea.
"Bind each one securely," he said; "I'll see that they do not
trouble us again!"
"-~deserving fate would be to throw them overboard," said Bulger.
"Right," a~reed Frank, "and yet I hardly care to do that. 1 do
not wish to needlessly take life, even of murderers."
Barney and PQmp bound the Tartars securely.
Then they were placed In a row by the rn1l. 'l'he air-ship once more
beaded to tbe westward.
The little Tartar town over which Beni Shirl had been the despot
was left far behind.
They now began to approach the mighty Altoi Range of mountains.
•
The country became less densely settled.
Steadily onward the air-ship sailed until iL hovered over a mighty
wild gorge.
Here Frank caus~>d it to be brought to a bait.
"Do you see that sbelf or rock down below there, jutting out
from the mountain wall," he said, "there is where we will leave our
bir<ta.'"
The air-ship settled dowd and rested upon the small surface of
rock.
The Tartars were hfted one by one from the deck of the air-ship.
Tney were placed upon the rock and their bonds cut.
"They will come to presently,'' suid Frank; "then they will have
a nice little journey back to their homes."
"Which serves them right."
" I think so."
Indeed, at that moment one of Lhe gang began to show signs of
returning consciousness.
It was Boni Shirl himself, and he suddenly roused and lifted himself
upon his elbow glaring about.
He began to curse roundly in the Mohammedan tongue.
"Take care," cried Bolger, in the Tartar tongue. "You are fortunate to escape with your life!"
"The plague on you!" bi~sed the scoundrel. " What bas happened!
Where are we? Ho, there, eunuchs!"
The voyagers laughed tantalizingly, and stepped aboard the air
sh!p. It be~an to ascend.
Vainly the captain or the Tartar guard raved and stormed. The
air ship sailed away and left tbe barbarians ou tbe spot.
It was certainly a fortunate escape from what had seemed certmn
to be a terrible death.
•• One thing sure," said Frank, with a shrug of his shoulders, "we
will keep· an eye out upon these f.>rtitied towns over which we pass."
•· Thnt.is the best way to do,'' said Bulger. "We cannot afford to
take too many chances!''
Over the Alto! Mountains the alr-shio sailed into the land Of the
Kurds.
Once this mountain range was passed it seemed as if Europe had
alreadv hove into view.
The "Province of Tomsk was beneath them, and beyond this wou!J
come the wonder!ul valleys of the Irtish river and then the Ural
.Mountains, the real boundary line between Europe anrl Asia.
" By next week we sbnll be in Russia!" declared Frank.
"Barring accidents," suggested Bulger.
"Certainly!"
Siberia, the land of the exile aud or interminable winters, lay far to
the northward.
The days passed without special mcident, for no descent was made.
Tbe air-ship passed over many villages of the Krighiz Tartars, over
many wild fastnesses, some or them unexplored by man.
At last, one bright morning a distant mighty range of mountains
was sighted in the west.
"The Ural at last!" cried Bulger, wildly. " Hurrah! We are
bound to win success!''
"Europe!" said Frank, with a thrill. "Indeed we are half our'
journey over."
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There was a general jollification ·over the fact. Then the air-ship
swung high over the mighty Ural Range.
Night carne on dark and cloudy. It was evident that a storm was
rapidly brewi'lg.
Frank remembered his last experience and said:
" Keep your eye open while on watch to-night, Barney. If it looks
like a bad storm, he sure and call me up."
"All right, sor!'' agr(>ed the Celt.
A little past midnight the wind did blow so stiffly that Barnev found
it impossible to keep the Cloud-Cutter head on to the gale. •
So he did not hesitate to_at once call Frank, who responded quick·
ly. Windows and doors were closeo, the electric heatmg apparatus
was turned on, and the air-ship made its ascent into upper regions.
Far above the storm it hung until daylight. The next day at sunrise the Cloud-Cutter passed from Asia into Europe.
The whole Russian Empire lay beneath the aerial voyagers.
The change in the country was inten9e, Neither tbe topography
nor the character of the country wns the same.
Quaint, £hrifty little villages, with their curious inns took Lhe place
of the wild mountain camps and dens of the Asiatic people.
"Let me see," said Bulger; "have you figured out, Frank, through
what important Russian cities we shall pass!"
"None until you get beyond the Volga,'' said Frank, " then we
shall Jlass in turn, Saratof, Kourek, Tcheringeff, Pinsk and Warsaw.
That will bring us to the German boundary."
" Warsaw," exclaimed Bulger, "that is the city over which I have
a desire to pass. It is the old time capital of Poland."
" B~>fore Poland became merged into Russia-yes," replied Frank,
" we will pass directly over that cit]."
The nir·9hip, as the voyagers could see, created no little sensation
among tbe country people below.
Whole towns could be seen in a state or wildest uproar. What
the thoughts of these people must have been It is not easy to gU"BS.
Frank bad no intention of descending, but when near the city or
Saratof, be saw a great stir below.
There wera heavy fortifications upon a hill here. The RllBsian
soldiers thronged the ramparts.
_
·Suddenly as the voyagers watched them, a gr~>M cry went up from
Prof. Bulger.
"On my word, Frank!'' be cried, "they have a balloon!"
" A balloon?''
This was seen to be a fact. It is a well known fact t11at in Russia
tha war b!.lloon is a thing of practical use and value.
The Russians have mastered the art of sailing au<J steering the war
balloon, though the art is kept a profound secret.
That the Russian commanrlant meant to send a message up to the
air-ship was evident.
Frank was complacent.
" Let them try it," be said. " I am safe. We are Americans UD•
der the starry Hag, and under the protection or the law of nations.''
" Then you think they will not harm us!" asked the professor.
" They will never dare do that, rest assured. Let them come.''
"At any rate," said tbe professor, "we can snit off and leave
them."
"Begorra, that's roi~ht!" cried Barney.
" I jes' reckon dat de air-ship kin beat dat balloon,'' sai:t Pomp.
" I bet my mooey on it!"
"-I don't intend to run away from them," said Frank.
•• They will
trouble us at their !Jeri!!"
The Russian balloon had been quickly inflated. It now shot up
into the air like a rocket.
The voyager~ on the deck of the air-ship watched it with great in·
terest.
Tbey were not at all sure of tbe outcome.
CHAPTER XI.
PRISON ERS IN RUSSIA.

THE Russian balloon carried a huge basket and was or enormus capacity.
There were live armed men in the cage, and they were steering the
balloon toward the air-ship.
They wore the uniform of the Russian infantry. One of them made
si~nalR to the air-ship.
Frank could easily have sailed away from thel!l and lefL them in the
lurch.
But he eli::! not do so.
The truth was, he had no fear of results, and some curiosi-ty as to
what the Russians would do.
So he held the air-ship steady and answered the signals.
The balloon rapidly drew nearer to the air-ship. Then one or the
Russians shouted in French:
"Ah, messieurs, where do you Jly! What sort of an air-ship is
that?''
"We are Americans," replied Frank. "Wf' are on our way around
the world and encroach on nobody's territory."
"Ah, Arnericaine3, ell?" exclaimed tbe interlocutor. "You ask ll8
to believe much. Say now that you are Germans or French bound
upon a trip of exploring and spying over the Czar's dominions."
" I will say nothing of the kind," retortad Frank.
"You deny it!"
"I do!"
" Ah, ·we doubt yon. Under the circumstances you will dascend and
allow us to board your ship!"
" Never!" replied Frank, sternly.
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"You re,fuse!"
"I do!"
" Ah, but the Czar's orders--''
" Hang you anti your Czar. II you were not a blockhead you would
aee the American tlag floating at the stern of this ship ."
The Russian ollicer was singularly obdurate.
. "Ah, but anybody can tly the American flag," be sa.id, suspiciously,
" that does not make them Americans.''
"You doubt us?"
"I do, monsieur. We must call upon you in tae name of the Czar
to descend and submit to an inspection."
Frank laughed scornfully.
"Do you think you can compel me to do that?" he said. "W!Iy I
ca!l run away from you with the greatest of ease. You :.re helpless."
"Perhaps we are," said the Russian officer, grimiy, "but we are
under orders and must fire upon you unless you ob<:.f."
"Fire upon this flag at your peril," replied Frl!.o:.k, warningly.
'l'hen be ceased speaking.
For some inexplicable reason the air-sh~p began to sink. Down it
went rapidly below the level of the ballo',o.
And at the same moment Barney r•·A1ed out of the cabin, crying:
"Shure, Misther Frank, the machint::ry is out av order agio!"
"The macllinery out of order!'' exclaimed Frank, witll amazement;
"shut of!' the dynamos the.n, Barney! Let it fall easy."
"All roight, sor.''
"What is this!" cried the professor, in dismay.
"We have got to falllnto the hands of the Russians a!ter all," said
Frank, with a smile.
"Yon don't seem to dread it much," said the professor.
"The case is very different now,'' said Frank, with logic. "We are
in a civilized country, and not among lJarbariaus. 'l'hese Russians are
bound to respect the law of nations. They will make UB a little trouble, but they will be compelled to let us alone."
The balloonists evidently thought that the master of the air ship had
concluded to comply with their demands and descend.
They accordingly began to lower the balloou.
A guard of Cossacks was seen far below, waiting the descent of the
Cloud Cutter.
Frank went below and examined the machinery.
One of the small electric coils had given out. It would have required
scarcely an hour's work to repair it, but it V[OU!d be necessary to descend to do it.
\
However, Frank did not feel at all doubtful as to the result. He
knew that he was safe.
Instantly, as the ship touched the eartb, armed Cossacks laid hold
of the rail. Heavy ropes were passed across the decK to hold the ship
down.
lt _was somewhile before an officer appeared upon the scene.
Then military gYard was established upon the air-ship's declt. A
tall, fierce-lookiug Russian, with a staff of officere, rode down pompously to the spot.
He leaped from the saddle and upon the air-ship's deck. Frank met
him coolly.
Tbe Russian saluted and Frank returned it stiflly.
"Well, monsieur," said the Rus~ian officer, jauntily. "Your little
game does not work. You are ours, and your clever flying machine
as well. It is well that you surrendered.''
''Indeed," replied Franl(, coolly. " We did not not descend, Monsieur, in response to your summons."
The lieutenant looked aatouisted.
"You did not!" he EIKClaimed.
"Non, Monsieur.''
"Lieutenant, sir, if you please,'' said the Russian with dignity.
"Very well, Monsieur Lieutenant," said Frank, with aggravating
calmness. The Russian was nettled.
" Do you mean to say that you have ~ot surrendered!'' he asked.
" Why stonld I surrender!" asked l<' rauk, sharply. " What do you
take me for?"
" A German dog spying upon our fortifications, ·• retorted the lieutenant; " the Czar shall set upon your case!"
" Hang you and your Czar-I am an American!''
" An American!"
" Certainly; do you not know our flag!"
The lieutenant looked steadily and dubiously at Frank. · It was evident that be disbelievetl him.
"Your dtlfense is quite clever, monsieur,p he said. "Mayhap you
are not German but French.''
"You are mistaken."
" But why should the military service of America send you over
here! What reason have they for spying upon us!'"
The lieutenant asked this question as if he believed that it could
not possibly be answered.
But it was not such a poser as tllat. Frank replied quietly:
•· You are under a fog, sir, in regard to this matter. 'l'his air-ship
is not in any military serv.ice nor does it belong to any government."
" W -what!'' exclaimed the Russian; " to waom does it belong
then!"
"To me, sir!"
"To you, a private man! Zounds, sir! l will never believe that.
And who are you! An American prince!''
"Princes are unknown in my country,'' said Frank, coolly, "that
is where you err. A private citizen in America may own an air-ship
without fear of its being confiscated by the government."
The lieutenant drummed upon his sword hilt, rellectively.

" My name is Carlos Prevoski," he said, " and yours--!''
"Frank: Reade, Jr.''
"You have passports!''

"No."
I Then
the lieutenant gave an impatient exclamation.
"How can you exvect to escape being detained under suspicion!''
I your
he said sharply. "You have no passports and nothing to approve
identity. You are under arrest!"'

Frank saw that it was useless to argue with the fellow.
"There is au American consul at Saratof," be said. "Will you
send a message to him? He will prove my idP.ntity and satisfy your
government that we are not spies or suspicious characters."
Prevoski hesitated. Hut he could not refuse so reasoable ~ request.
So he said somewbat ungraciously:
"Very well. monsieur, you shall have the chance to prove your
identity-! will send the messenger. It may require a day or two to
get an answer.''
" That will suffice. I am under your protection until then.''
" You are under arrest."
11 As you please.''
Prevoski saluted and rE!turned to his horse. He galloped away with
his brother officer!!.
Then the Cossacks reJoubled their l)ne of guards about the air-shfp.
" Well," said tb(' professor, " this is amazing to say the least. Can
you not reason with that fool!"
" No,'' re]:Jlied Frank; " we are booked for a day's stay here.''
" Perhaps longer.''
•
" No-not if we get a prompt answer from the consul at Saratof.
He will of course clear us. We can then go on again."
"But it makes it awkward to say the least," growled Bulger. 11 We
ought to be on our way to Warsaw now.''
" We will reach Warsaw in due season," said Frank. " Have no
fears on that score, my dear professor.''
It was dreary work waitmg for the return of the messenger from
Saratof.
The hours seemed years, but twenty .. four of them finally slipped by.
Then a mounted guard rode down to the air-ship.
Foremost was Prevoski, who had a written mesRage in his band, and
who had a light or exultation upon his bronzed face.
"I have the reply, 1nonsieur," be said, with mock politeness.
"Well,'' said Frank, ~vith impatience, "of course yon know that we
all right.''
The lieutenant shook his head slowly, and with a derisive smile.
" The American Consul at Saratof," he sa1d, " does not know of
any Frank Reade, J1·., or any American air-ship. He is unaware of this.''
" The blockhead!'' cried Frank, angrily, " he does not read any
American papers. Confound his insolence! Why don't b.e give us
ou1· voucher? He !mows we are all ril!;ht."
Tbe lieutenant shooK his h(;lall slowly.
11
It may be all,rigbt, monsieur," be said, 11 but our suspicion-all,
you must await the order of the Czdr!''
Frank's face fell, and Bulger gave a low whistle of dismay.
" On my won!!" be ~aid, luguoriously, 11 there is not a particle or
dqnbt iu it. We are stuck!"
CHAPTER XII.
HC!IIEWARD BOUND --THE END.

FRANK was exceedingly angry.
"Confound these blockheads of Russians!" be muttered, 11 they
cannot see through glass. It is strange that he does not see at once
that we arP. Americans and all right."
But tl;e Russian lieutenant did not see this.
He had his obstinate ideas of duty and clung to them. He would
await the oraers of the Czar.
This would be, no doubt, incarceration in prison, and perhaps execution; worse than all, Siberia.
It was of no use to argue with Prevoski.
He intimated that his orders were strict, and disobedience would
cost him his bead.
"The Czar is merciless!" he said, with a shrug of his sn.oulders.
This was the unfortunate state of affairs when a lucky incident dispelled all trouble.
A party of horsemen came dashing down the steep into the place.
A glance was enough for our friends to soe that one of them was an
American.
"Our consul!" exclaimed Frank. "We are saved!"
1
This proved to be the truth. The Saratof Consul, whose name was
Wilkins. had come in person to identify the prisoners as Americans.
This was qnJckly done and the Russian commander made profuse
apologies which terminated the episode.
'fhe breakage in t!Je air-ship's machinery was repaired and she once
more went on her way.
All in the party were glaq when the boundary line.into Germany
was crossed.
Warsaw was viewed from a convenient height and Professor Bulger
was made happy.
'
A most interesting.part of the tour now begun though it was neces·
sarily devoid of incident.
.
The great cities and towns, the picturesque valleys and great rivers
or Germany were all passed over in wonderful panorama. lt was a
scene to be long remembered.
Next came Belgium, and the air ship for a time hovered over the
beautiful city of Brussels.
Then the llight across the channel was begun.
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It wns a beautiful warm July morning, when' the Cloud Cutter sailed
over the mouth or the Thames, with all its shipping and its muddy
water.
Bonny England, with its great mass or humanity, lay beneath, and
the professor exclaimed:
"We tave met in no country such thick settlement. Every inch of
English soil seems to be occupied.''
Frank laughed.
" When I was at school," be said, "I used to wonder how long it
would be before the Englisb people would lim1 their little islnnd so
small, thnt they would be crowded in thousnnds from it into tt.e sen."
"Indeed I do not wonder when its limited area is considered. Yet
the island has had a population for thousands or years, wh1ch despite
its increase has never yet sufficed to over·run its area. Nor do I be·
iieve that it ever will."
This queetion settled, Frank and the professor turned their atten·
tion to their charts.
A very interesting event was close at baud.
Greenwich, the astronomical center upon the line or which the great
meridian is laid, was near !lt hand.
.
'!'hough the hour was early, the voyagers felt sure that there should
be some learned savant in the great observatory who would salute
them.
So the air-ship bore down for the quaint building from whicb so
much learned star-gazing has been d<Hle in tht~ past.
As they drew near a man in a long cloak was seen upon the staging of the big <lome from whence the immense great telescope was
sighted. He was apparently watching the air· ship in a state or astonishment.
"Th .re is our chance!" cried the professor. "Give him the hail!"
"Ay, ay!'' said Frank, "when we get close enough."
Then directly over the great opservatory Frank leaned over the rail
and shouted:
"Ahoy, my friend!"
The savant made u gesture with his hand, and then shouted:
"Are you from Mars or the moon! Certainly the art or sailing in
the air is not known on earth."
" You are mistake:.," rephed Frank.
"This Is the new air-ship,
the Electric Cloud Cutter, ami I am its owner, Frank Reade, Jr., of
Reat!estown, U. S. A."
" From America!'' gasped the savant.
"Yes."
"Where in the name of Tophet are you ,going!"
"We are following the line of the great meridian around tbe P.artb.
This is our professor-Bulger of the American Astronomical Society."
The professor waved a salute, which was answered by the Englishman.
" I am Kent Old worthy, F. R. S. A. B., ar.d so forth. This is England's astronomical center. Won't you descend and stop witll us
awhile?"
" It would be most interesting, my esteemed contemporary," replied
Bulger, courteously. " but the truth is we are very anxious to avoid
a delay in the completion of our journey. I shall give n written ac.
count of our experiences in our Scieotilic Review, and will send you a
copy."
"Thank you much!" replied Professot Oldworthy, " we regret that
we cannot have the honor of n visit. Ah, you Americans, wonderful
people that yo u are, never have time for anything.''
"We wish JOU adieu!"
" Adieu and bon voyage!"
Greenwich wns pus~ed thus, and a day later the air-ship crossed St.
George's Channel to Ireland.
Leaving Wexford to the south, the Cloud.Cutter sailed on over Limerick to the n'Jrth of the Shannon.
The voyagers would much have like<l to stop in the beautiful green
isle and explore many of its historic old castles.
But this could not be done, for Frank said:
" I have serious doubts as to wheth er the machinery will hold out
for us to cross th e North Atlantic. Every time it is stopped and started the extra ft·iction injures it. .A:ull we should be desirous above all
otber things to exactly complete our circuit or the globe."
" By all means," cried the professor, " let nothing stand in the way
of that.''
So Barney was unable to gratify the wish of his life to set foot once
more on the aoil of his ancestors.
"Oh, bud cPss to the bloody Britishers," he cried, "shure Ireland
wud be the foinest counthry in the worruld to·day but !Pr thim. Arrah, an' I cud show yez the ruins av the castle av the O'Sheas who
were princes and jookes in the days av Brian Born.''
The Cloud Cutter left the Irish coast far behind and stretched away
across tbe stormy North Atlantic.
It was expected to strike the coast of Labrador near what was
known as Sandwich Bay.
Thence across the wild country to James Bay and the great circuit
would be made.
Rea'lizin~ that they were now on the homestretch, the nerves of all
grew taut and strained.
.
Frank J!ave the closest attention to the machinery. No chances
could be taken.
They were n little north of the usual line of the Atlantic steamers,
but yet in case of disaster it was possible that they might be called
upon for ai<l or rescue.
This was always the stormiest part or the Atlantic, but very fortunately they eueountered emootb weather all the way.
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For days they hovered over the rolling dark water a of the North

r Atlantic.

The gray skies of those latitudes hung over them like a pall. Bttl;
at last land was sighted.
It was a cold, inhospitable looking coast, just such as one might
expect in Labrador.
But it was the coast of America, and meant that they were upon
native soil or.ce more.
When the Cloud-Cutter glided over the gray cliffs and entered upon
its reach across the densely wooded wilds, the voyagers gave one prolonged cheer.
"Hurrah, hurrah!" cried Prof. Bulger, quite heside himself. "We
have done it! I tell you we have done it! Around the world on the
Great Meridian! Hurrah!"
It was, in<leed. a feat well worth feeling proud or.
It was a fearful desolate and lonely tract or country now to the shores
of James Bay.
Only a few colonies of Laps were seen, the natives of the region.
Game of every description was abundant.
Reindeer and moose browsed in the valleys, bear and wildcats lurked
in the mountains.
But still the Qloud Cuttet kept on ber way to the end or her journey.
It was near evening, when Pomp, who was on lookout, sighted the
waters of James Bay.
"Golly, Marse Jl rank," he yelled, "we'se got dar! Cum along quick,
eberybody! We'se got back to de berry place we started from!"
Frank hastily took a lew observations and made some computations.
" We have not deviated ten miles at any point from the Meridan
line in our course around the world!" he declared. "And we llave
completed our journey in the remarkable time of sixty-two <lays, nine
hours and fourteen minutes to a dot. This is the quickest trip evermade around the earth."
The grea~ journey was ended. The party had reached the starti 11g
point after ma'king the complete circuit of the earth.
Frank Reade, Jr.'s great object of tracing tlle Meridan line was
safely an<l successfully ·accomplished.
, ,!
This done, the next thing in order was to return home.
·
While this embraced quite a long 11ail to tile south, yet it seemed
child's play compared with tl~ e gigantic feat or sailing twenty-live
thousand miles in a little less than s1xty-three days.
However, the Cloud.Cutter was headed southward, and the last incident in the great journey was enacted.
Over the immense forests of ·Upper Canada the Cloud Cutter
sailed, while the professor indulged in predictions for the future.
" 'l'his will yet be one of tbe most , wonderful regions of the
earth," he declared, confidently.
"I agree with you,'' said Frank , "it is marvelously rich in titnber, in furs an<l in valuable ores.''
"I don't doubt but that there are gold and silver mines in these
wilds, more extensive than any ever yet discovered,'' declared the
professor.
"Just so. But the long winters will preclude mining to any
great extent for some time yet."
"Only until such time as transportation in and out of the region
can be established."
" That is trqe."
"When that time comes there will be a rush for this new Ei
Dorado which will exceed that to California in 'forty-nine.''
Frank now felt conThe air-ship sailed slowly but steadily on.
fident that her engines would last until they should get home.
Every day now they rapidly approached the American border.
Down the course or the St. Lawrence the air·ship l1ept on its way
until it hung over the ancient and historic City of Quebec.
A solrlier on the cilal!el fire<l his musket as the air· ship went over.
Barney and Pomp returned the salute with rifles and dipped the
American colors.
A little over the two hundred miles more brougbt them to the
American line.
·
As they crossed it and knew that they were in the United States at
last ali felt very exuberant.
" Golly! Ise jes' glad fo' to git back to Readestown,'' cried Pomp,
as he stood on his bead for n. change.''
"Begorra, there's no place loike home afther all," averred Barney,
as he gave the darky a punch wllich sent him over like a top. ·
"Hi-hi! yo' mos' nigh killed dis chile," spluttered thedarky. "I
hab yo' skin fo' dat!"
And away he went after the Celt helter skelter.
Nor did either of them desrst until they ba:l. indulged in a tremendous old time scuftle.
Readestown at last.
The reception accorded the returned voyagers was of course very
elaborate.
The newspapers of the country teemed with tbe exploit.
Prof. Bulger went back to Washmgton, where be became the ep.vled of all his colleagues.
The air·sbip could never go another cruise, but Frank only laughed
and said:
"I have anot-her scheme in hand which will beat this exploit out of
sigho. Just wait awhile.''
Lot us not fail to keep our eyes on Frank Reade, Jr., to see what
this new scheme may be.
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Containin~t over one hundred highly amul"inc and t
etruot.•ve tricks \lith chemicals. By A . Andttreon . q
some ly illustrated. Price 10 cents.

69.

How To Do Sleight of Hand.

62 .

Hew to Become a West Point ltlilitarr, CAdet.
ConLainin~t:

full expla nations bow to g&in a mittance,
course of Sc.udfj, J!!.u.minations, Duties, Staff of offi.cersl

;t,~;~~~~~ci t~~~.8 t~6eul:tb"R~88t~'irUo~&i~!~w::J· ~:i~t:~

by Lu. Sena.rans, Author of "How to Become a :Naval
Oadet." Price 10 cents.

6 3.

HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.

HOW TO BECOME Al'i' ENGINEER.

How 'l'o Do Puzzles.
88
w~gni~~nifog ~:=-e~ ln~~~~~\~~: f>~~~. ~~l'~ft:::a

HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.

Oon1..aining valuable information regarding tbe colleot.ing
and 11rranging or stamps and coin&. Handsomely lllus-

uatod, Prioe 10 con to.

,'

oe.

5 9.

HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LAN'l'ERN.

Oont.aiuinl'! a de~cnption pf the lantern, tol'!etber with it.e
history and invention. Also full directions for it.a use and
for painting slides. Haudsowoly illustrated. by John
Allen. Price 10 cents.

Jlloento.

No. 53.

BAND BOOKS.

Complete ins tructions of how to gain admission to the
Annapolis Naval Academy. Also con'tlainina- tbe course of
insu·nc t ions, descript.ton s of around a and buildings his·
todcal sketch, a.nd every thin~ a boy should know to be0

~o;n:e'!t B~c~~!~;~:r~,~~.t~du~~;e~f.~ii~wo~mJ~~~en~

West PoitJ.t :Military Oadet." Price 10 cente.

64.

How to Make Electt·ical Machines.
Oontainiug fu11 directions for making Electrical Machines,
Induction Coils, l>ynatoos, and rna~ Novel '1'078 to be
worked bJ. eleottrioity. By .R. A. R . ennett. FullJ' illustrated.
ricelO cents.

6 5.

M u ldoon's J okes.
Tbis is one of the most original joke books ever published.
and it is brimful of wit. and bun:or. It contains a I urge
collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of Terence
1 0

Br Oltl King Brady, tho world kno"'n detoctiTO. ID which ra~~dWen;,~~~ ~b~! ~~~sfo~ b ci~t~· t~~~t.Yt:rc!!ft~ l~ l~e;i~t~~=

J:a.elaye down Rome valuable and sensi!Jle rules for begm- of ••.1\tuldeou." for the Bn1all sum of 10 cents. Every boy
Jlera. and also relatee some ad ventures and eiperieoces of who can enjoy a good subnantial joke allouldobtain a copy
immdiate •
well·koown detocthee. Price 1!) cents.

Containing over fifty of the latest and best trtok• u
by m&~i c ians. Also containing the secret of second 1i~
Fully illustrated. By A . Anderson . Price 10 oenta .
>·.

70.

How to Make ltlagic Toys.
vi~:s0~f\~~0n"y ~~~~~~ec/l:n_: ~~ ~d!~!~:.M~l~JTfJJ::::, ~
Price 10 cents. For sale Ly all newsdealers. or l en t,
paid, by wail. upon receipt of price.

'P(

71.

How to Do Mechanicnl l 'ricks.
Containing complete instructions for perform.ina over
ty Mechanical Tricks . .tiy A. Andersou . Fully Uluatn
ed. PricelO cents. For aa.le by all newsdealerl, or • • w
send it by mail. postage free, upon receipt of the p rto

72.

How to Do Sixty Tricks With Cards.
Embra.c)nJr all of the latest nod moet deceptive card tric
with illustrations. By A. Anderson . Price 10 cent.. .f'
~ale hy all new sdealers, or we will send it to JOU br Ill
postnge free, upon receipt of price.

73.

How to Do T ricks Witlt Numbers.
::ihowin~ many curious tricks with fi~urea and tb.lt m
io of nu•Hbers. By A . Anderson. Fully illu etra t
.Price 10 oouts. For sale by a.H new~o~dea l era in the Uui
:States. or we will send it to you b7 mail. po.t:aae
u p on r•cei p t of tha p rice.

Funny Stories by the Great "Bricktop.''
Handsome Lithograph Covers in Colors. Stories Fully lllustrated by
Worth. Each Story Complete. Price 10 Cents Each.

1
S
3
4
5
'6

7
8
9

io

11
12
13

Mulligan's Boarding-House.
To Europe by Mistake.
Joining the Freemasons.
Our Servant Girls.
Zeb Smith's Country Store.
On a Jury.
Mrs. Brown's Boarding-House.
Henpecked.
Columbus, the Discoverer,
by Duke Bagbag
A Bachelor's Love Scrapes.
'Uncle Josh.
Bunting tor a Wife.
M rs. Snoodle's Curtain Lectures.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Dodging a Creditor.
My Wife's Mother.
Going to the Country.
A Quiet Fourt};l of July.
Where Are You Going?
•
That Parrot :Next Door.
,
Our Baby.
Good Templars Exposed.
Our Boarding-School.
23 The Troubles of Mr. and llrL
Tumbleton.
24 Mrs. Blinker's Blinds.
25 My Birthday.

The above books are for sale by All Newsdealers in the United States and Canada, enwill be sent, posta.ge free, to a n y address, by

F RANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34: & 36 North Moore St., N. Y.

frapk Tousey's flapd Books.
Containing Useful Information on Almost Every Subject Under the Sun. Price 10 Cents Per Copy.
No.1.

No. 28.

No. 15.

Napoleon'!! Oraculum and Dream Book.

HOW TO BECOME RICH.

HOW 'l'O 'l'ELL FORTUNES.

Oontaining the great oracle of human destiny; a lso the

Tbrs wonderful book presents you with the example and
life experience of some of the most noted and wealthy men
in the world . including the aei.O:-made men of our country.
The book is erlited by onA of the most successfu l men of
the present. age, whosu own examvle is in itself guide
enough for those who aspire to fame and money. The
book will give you the secret. Price 10 cents.

Every one is desirous of knowing what his future life will
bring fortb, wbetber happiness or misery, wenltll or po,...
erty. You can tell by a glance at this iittle book. lluy one
and be conv inced. ·.rell your own fortune . Tell the f<WOt
unes of your friends. Price 10 cents.

~~~::.ac0~r0e~<;,'n~!~o;!ct8 ~~~i~:e ~a~:aagjsc!~S:.tbX c~~~
plete book. Price 10 cents.
No.2.

HOW TO DO TRICKS.
'1'be great boolc of magic and card tricks, containing full
fnatruction of all the 1el'd ing card tricks ot th e day, also
the most popular mAgicnl illusion& as performed"" by our
leading magicians; every boy should obtain a copy, as it
will both amuse and instruct. Price 10 cents.

No.

No. 29.

HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.

16.

HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GA.ItDEN.
Containing full instructions for constructing a windo\1

~:the~d:i]~re~1i~i~o~vbe~~tYi~nA~~:r~da.~~eo:::~.st ~~~r~~oes~

Every boy should know how inventions origiLa.te. TbN
book explains them all, giving examples in electricity, h)•
draulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics. eto.,
etc. 'rhe most instructive book vublisbed.
10 cent&.

Price

complete book of the kind ever published. Price 0 cents.

No.3.

HOW TO l'LIRT.
The arts and wiles of flirtation are ful]y explained by thi~
litt.le book. Besides the various met hods of handkerchief.
40

No. 17.

HOW TO DRESS.

~·r~~rlrsvt~f~b~sf~h;~~~~':n ct ~e~t~n~~~a~}oR~~i!r~~~vt~~~~
isinterestmg to everybody, both old and young. You canDOt be happy without one. Price 10 cents.

Containing full instruction in the art of dressing cud appearing well at home and abroad, giving the selections of
colors, material, and how to have t.hem made up. Price 10
cents.

No.4.

No. 18.

HOW TO DANCE
Is the title of a new and handsome little book just issued
8

5

~f lr:~~~~·~tr~~8tt~ti~or;:ib!Jf~~o~ ~~udc~~~!!.tiets~ h~~

to dreas, and full direchons for cal hug oJf in all popular
JQ.uare dances. 'l'he price 10 cents.

is

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.
One of the brightest and most valuable little books 8vat
JZiven to the world. Everybody wishes to know bow to
b ~co me beautiful, bnth male and female. Tbe secret is
simple, and almost costless. Read this book and be contiuced how to become beautiful. Price 10 cents.

No.5.

No. 19.
FRANK TOUSEY'S

No. 31.

HOW 'l'O BECOME A SPEAKER.
Oontaining fonrteen illustrations, giving the different posttioDil requisite to b.,come a good speaker, reader and
elocutionist Also containing gems from all tlle popular
authors of prose and poetry, cLrranged in t.be most simple
J and concJse manner possible. Price 10 cents.

.

No. 32.

HOW TO RIDE A BICYCLE.

HOW 'l'O MAKE LOVE.I
Handsomely illustrated, and containing full directions fer
1
8
1
:e~ibfe e;3v'f~~~~u~s ~~eci c~t1~~ ~t~~ ~~~,:~b~~~~:d~~ii~~ United States Distance '1'ables, Pocket Com· ~i~~n;~:~ti~~1iilFu:rr~t~~~~g~~~~ 3i:!,i~~~:~ l~:~~i~iS!~~~~
a machine. Price 10 cents.
many curious and inter:;sting things not generally known.
pauiou and Guide.

Prtoe 10 cents.

No.6.

HOW 'l'O BECOlllE AN ATHLE'l'E.
Giving full instruction for the use of dumb-bells, lndiaa
elubs, parallel bars, horizo ntal bars end various other
1

~~~h~~~y ftrues~~~tf~~~- a ~~~~Y t~~~;{u b~~~!:~ ~t:Ot:!n~~
0

bealthy by following the instructions contained in tbi:

llt.tle book. Price 10 cents.

No. 7.

110W TO KimP BIRDS.

Qlving lthe official distances on all the railroads ot the
United States and Canada. Also, table of dis tances by
water to foreign ports, back fares in the principal citie11,
reoorts of the census, etc., etc., making it one of the most
coml)lete and ha.nd1 books published. Price 10 cents.
No. 20.

How to Entertain au E1•euing Party.
A. very valuable
compendium of
recreation s, etc.,
tertainm ent. It
book published.

Jittle boo;.: just published. A. complete
games, ts po;t,s, card-diversions, comic
suitu ble for parlor or dra;t";ing-room encontains more for the money than &DJ
Price 10 cents.

Handsomely illust.rated, and contail.ing fuJI instructionE

t~~l~~ob~ii~:bt~~tb~~~t~~~~~e~fp~~~o~~~k"7et:,~o~~i~
10 cents.

No.8.

HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.
A useful and instructive book, gi-ving a complete treatise

on· chemistry: also, experiments in acoustics, mechanics,
mathematics, chemistry, lt'nd directions for making fireworks, co lored fires, and r.tas balloons.
book cannot
be equaled. Price 10 ceo ts.

N0. 21.

HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST.

No. 36.

Heller's second sil(ht explained bv his former ass;stant,

:~:r~e!f~~tb!t~~ee~xtt !:~~c~~: ;~~ ~tC:b~:~a~ofhuee:~:~~

!~~~ tfa~~i!~~8 \)~:~~(~~:!~~b~ub~~:~1 ;~'t~~c1ri~!YII

Cotltaining full directions for writing to gentlemen on all
subjects; &lao ·g iving sample letters for 1nstruction.. Price

HOW TO WRITE LE'1"1'ERS TO f..ADIES.

1

No. 13.

How to Do It; ot·, Book of Etiquette.
!t~~ ~:kS::~i~TI·S:~~:~: a~~~3!ot~ea;t:~~~ :~tft~ Tt~:.';
kappiness in it .

No. 14.

HOW 'l'O .ilUirn CANDY.

No. 26.

HOW '1'0 ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.

No. 38.

HOW TO BECO!\IE YOUR OWN DOCTOR.
.A. wonderful book, conLaining useful and practical information in tbe trea.tment of ordina.ry diseases and ailmente
common to every family. Abounding in usefnl t~nd effect..
ive recipes for general complaints Price 10 ceDt&

No. 39.

How to Raise

Do~s.

Poultry, Pigeons and
Rabbits.

A usefn1 and instructive book. Handeomelr illustrated..
By Ira Drofraw. :'rice 10 oents.
No. 40.

HOW TO MAKE AND SET 'l'RA.PS.
Including biota on bow to catch Moles. Weasels. Otter,
Rats. Squirrels and Birds. Also how te cure :;kine. Copiously illustrated. Br J. Harrington Keene. PrJce 11
ceabB.

Fully illustrated. Every boy should know bow to row and
sa.il a boat . Fu11 instructions are given in this little book..,
together with instructions on swimming and riding, com·
pan ion sports to boating. ~rice 10 cents.
No. 27.

HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECI·
'l'A'l 'lONS.
0
8 1
g~~~tfnJia'e~~: F~es~cfh ~~~~~c t~ ~!~J!':ei~~Jeiti~~Wi~l~~

A complete hand-book for making all kinds of cand;v, Ice- pieces, toget.her with maa.y standard readings. Price 10
cents.

-.am, syrups, eSBenoea, etc .• etc, Price 10 centa.

For sale by al! newsdealers, or sent1 post-paid, upon receipt of price.

Box 2730.

No. 37.

HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.

No. 23.
1.t contains information for everybody, Lays, girls, mea
and women; it will teaob you how to make alm ost anytbi.Dc
HOW '1'0 EXPLAIN DREAMS.
around tbe house, &uch as parlor ornaments, bracketl,
Everybody dreams, from the little child to the aged man oementB. molian harps, and bird Jime for catobine birda.;
and woman. 'l'bis httle book gives the explanation to all Price 10 cents.

No. II.
HOW '1'0 WRITI~ LOVE-LETTERS.
No.25.
A most comolete little book. containing full directions for
liOW 'l'O BECO!\IE A GYMNAST.
writing love-letters, aud when to use them; also giYing
Oo!ltaining full instructions for aB ldnds of KYmnastio
-.oimen letters for botb young and old. Price 10 cents.
StJOrts and athletic exercises. Embracing thirty-five ilJustra.tions. Hy Professor W. Macdouald. A hand,- and useNo. 12.
ful book. Price 10 cents.

8

Containing aU the leading conundrums of the day, amueiq
riddles, curious catches and witty sayinas. Price 10 centa.

also giving all the codes and signals. 'J'he on·ly authentic
explanation of second sicht. Price 10 cents.

10 cents.

Giving complete ins tructions for writing letters to ladies
~::,1~ ~ubt~f~:; t~:~~~~:.tters of introduction, notes and re-

A complete and useful little book, containing tbe rulll
and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, backgammon. croquet, dominoes, etc. Price 10 cents.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.

I

HOW TO BOX.
No.24.
8
~~~:;:r;tf~nS:~i~~~er~t s~ bib~: :~~tb~~?A~~~~tgp~~~[i~~~r~~ HOW TO WRITE LE'l"l'ERS TO GENTLE·
HEN.
a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of tbese useful

and instructive books, as it will teacll you how to box wit.hout an instructor. Price 10 cent8.

HOW 'l'O PLAY GAMES.

No.22.

HOW 'l'O DO SECOND SlGH'f.

cents

No. 10.

No. 34.

HOW '1'0 FENCE.
Containing full mstruction for fencing and tbe uee of the
broadsword; also instruction in archery . Described with
twenty-one practical illustrations,,ziving the best'positioDI
in fencing. .A evmplete book. Price 10 cents.
No. 35.

The molt complete bunting and tisbing guide ever published. It contains full instructions about guLB, bunting
~i~lf:.~ 0tf:~~!r:~S~s~.•n$rrc~ll;g~~!U'.etller w1tll descrip·

1

:By Harry Kennedy. 'rbe secret given away. Every intelliaent boy reaUing t.bis book of instructions, by n. practical
xrofessor (delii(b t ing multitndes every bight with his wonerful imitations), can master the art, and create any
amount of fun for himself aud friends. It iS the greatest
book ever published, and there's millions (of. fun) in it.
Price 10 cents.

Containing the rules and etiquette of good society and thG
easiest and most approved methods of appearing to good
advantage at partiAs, balls, the theater, church, and in thti
dra\fing room. Price 10 cents.

HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.

This

No.9.

No. 33.

HOW TO BEHAVE.

No. 42.

The Boys of New York Stump Sl)eaker.
Containing & varied &!sortment of Stump Speeches, Negro,

Dutch and Irish. Also End .Mea's jokes. Just the thinl
for home amusement and amateur shows. Prioe.lO cent&

Address

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York,

---------------------------------------------------------------------...----------------------Latest Issues of

Latest Issues of

Latest Issnes of
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Frank Reade Library

YouNG SLEUTH LIBRARY,·

THE

cENT

ITOMIIT LIBRARY.

No.
45 The Short7s Out

~·ishing.

by Peter Pad
Pad
by Peter Pad

:~ ~~b l~Bi~fc~ ~~ty~~~~~n:§~tion Drum~er,eter

48 sa~!re ~~'!-id~r, A Bootbla~;·~ 0;:,o~~'l!e0 ~rX_~"i,ok
8

~ r~~,d o~c;;:~~i::is~~~~l.

byb~!:~reis~~

51 Dandy Diek, the Doctor's Son; or, 1.'be Villa$te
'!'error,
by l'om 'J'easer
5'l Sassy Slfm Sumner, A Sequ•l to" Sass, :Sam ."
by Commodore Ab-J.ook

63 The Jolly Travelers; or, Around the \Vorld for
..Fun,
by Peter Pad

~ ~~i3~J0o~.t1~!~~~~~ild West,

b~~~~tTre;s~~

66 Cheeky and Ohipper; or, Through 'l'hick and
Tbin,
by Commodore Ab-Look

&7 'f"o Hard Nuts; or. A 'l'erm of Fun at llr .

Orackfllm'e Academy,
68 The Sbortya' Country Store,
li9 Muldoon 's Vacation,

by StLm Smiley
by Peter Pad
by ·ro m Teaser

:f82 Joseph
f~::: ~:w~~r~~~:~G~t Left,
bybt{.:~tT~~s~~
jump and His Old Blind Nag, by Pet&r Pad

'l'wo in a Box; or, The Long and Short of It,
by Tom Teasdr
6' The ShortJ Khls; or, Three Chi ps of l'hree Old
Bloc ko,
by Peter Pad
e& Mike Mcnuinriess; or, ·rraveli ne for Pleasure.
63

86

8

bb/~r::Jr P':J

The Shortya' Christ mas Snaps,

81 'l'he .Bounce 'fwins, or, 'l 'he Two Worst Boya 10

the World,
by Snm fSrniley
68 Nimble Ni p, the Imp of the School,
by Tom Teaser
69 Sam Spry, the New York Drummer; or, Business

70

1tt!f3~~r: g~eta~U::t.

b

71 'l'hose Quiet'Twins,

b~·~!t~re~:e~

b"'

Peter Pad
Ready's ~~ero~mFJ:.aser
by Pet&r Pad
74 An Old Boy; or. Maloney After Education,
by Tom 'l'easer
76 Tumbling Tim; or, Traveling With a Circus,
br. Peter Pad
76 Judge Oleary' s Country Cou rt,
b,y rom Teuer

~ ~uitc3W~·g"~:C,~~~~r~0Jack

~~ it;~:,~n.dt~: ~~~~okt~':.apes,

b,bt:r:teTe;s~~

By"Noname."

By the author of "Young Sleuth."

Price 5 Cents.

Price 5 Cents.

No.
62 F ra nk Reade .Jr.'s E lectric I ce Boat; or, Lost in the
Land of Crimson Sno.v. Part II.
63 ~"'rank Rende, Jr., a nd His EnQ.ine of tbe Clouds; or,
Chased Around t he World in tbe ;:;L;y,
64 Frank Reade, Jr.'s Electnc Cyclone; or. Thrilling Adventures in No Mun's Land . .Part I.
65 Frank R eade, Jr.'s Electric Cyclone; or, Thril1ing Adventures in No Man's Land. Part II.
66 The .Sunken Pirate; or. l i'rauk Rende, Jr., in Searob
of a Treasure at the :Hottom of tbe Sea .
67 Frank Reade, Jr.. and His E lectric Air-Boat; or, Hunt68

Tb~ ~~!~~ ¥t~~s;:ro;/· i~~~~~k-Reade, Jr.

72

Ad~~~er~ ~f~c~~u~~~YF;!~~u~~ut!~i3~.?Y ~~~~n"g

1

1

Among the
Uowboys With his New Elect.rio ()arnvan.
69 Fr~~a~~.n3r~,~~~ei1 f:·~~~:slvXi~S~~f~.Trip of Frank
70 :F 'rank Reade. Jr . , and His .Riectrio Prairie Schooner;
71 Fr~~k lf~~!~~~ ~br~.A~~~ca~i}L~j:c'l~!evo;~iser of the
0

1

Ivory Hunters With His New Ji:lectric Wagon.

the

73 Six Weekts in
tl.Je OJoud!t; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Air1

Sh ip, the l' bunderbc lt of the Sk ies.

74 FrQ ~b~er:~i,gi~i.~ ~~eycs~~ic Air 'acer; or, Around t he

1

76 Frank Reade , Jr .• and His Flyjng Ice Ship; or, Driven

Adrift in the Frozen Sky.

76 Frank Re&de, Jr., and His Electric Sea Engine; or,

Hunting for a Suni<en Diamond Mine.

71 Frank Reade, J r • Exploring a. Submaraine Mou!ltuin;

or, Lost at the Botoom of the Sea.
78 Frank Reade, Jr. 's Electric Buckboard: or, 'l'h rilling
Adventu res in NC\rtb Australia. .
79 ~r1~k0 !~~0~e?iile·: ~:a~~ht~~r ~~:.Sea Serpent; or, ~ix
80 Frank Rea.de, Jr.'s Desert Explorer; or, The Undergrou nd City of the Sahara.

88
89
90
91

0

Sam Bowser at W'o!'ket:~dPad
Play.
by Peter Pad
93 Ned Door; or, The Iriah Twins,
by '1'om 'i'ea.ser
94 The Aldermen Sweeneys of New York,
by Tom Teaser
95 A Bad Boy's Note Book,
by .. Ed "
96 A Bad Boy at :School,
by "Ed"
~ 97 Jimmy Grimes, Jr.; or, the Torment of t.he Village,
by Tom Teaser
98 Jack and Jim; or, Rackets and ::icrapes at
School,
by 'l'om Te&aer
99 1'he Book AA,ent's Luck,
by .. ~: d"
Wl

Bo:-;~i~!~~~g~~ 0r.

~g'f ~~~~~~~:: B~~tg!~'h~n~use,.

i~ 'f~~ ~:::::~

102 'l'he '!'raveling Dude: or. The Oomical Adventures of Clarence Fitz .Roy Jones. by 'l'nm 'J'ell.!ler
103 Senator I\ I uldoon,
by Tom Teaser

1<K 'l't~~~:~k!~s~inetrels; or. Working :heP~t~~ePad
105 The Oomical Ad't'entures of Two Du:fes,

1~ :f~:gg~:: t~: g~~:

by 'l'om Teaser

:::: lt.

~~ :r~~ 1-::::~

108 Billy Moss; or, From One Thing to Another.

by Tom Teaser
109 Truthfu l Jack; or, On Board the Nancy Jane,
by 'l·om Teaser
110 Fred Fresh; or, As Green as Grass, by Tom '1'easer
111 The Deacon's Boy; or, The Worst in 'l'ow n,
by Peter Pad
J ~~~8n.b 0Br~t"~i:
.f:i:e~ool; or,
J!~:~Pad
113 Jim, Jack and Jim; or, Three Hard Nnts to

112
114

T::

&d·

s!;i~~~ Oo ., tho Boy Peddlers,

byb~·~'::t~~·~s:J

116 T be Two Boy Ulowns; 01, A Summer ',Vith a

116

B~~~~nliousce:

or, A Block of the

o~J Z'ti~. Teaser

by Peter Pad
117 Yonng Dick Pluoket; or. The Trials And Tribll8 11~\'dt~~~s ij,f ~~l~~~z;e~~~~~e Solid Kl'a~a~~ ~~Hey
Old Sod,
by 'l'om Teaser
119 ?ttulrloen's Grocery Store. Part I, by Tom 1'esser
120 :M uldoon's Grooery Sto1·e. Part II, by •rom Teaser
Ul Bob Bright; or, A Boy of BusinesR and ~...un.
Part I,
by Tom 'teaser
122 Bob Bright ; or, A Boy ot Business And Fun.
123 M~\'.l:~~!··s Trip Around the World. bf:a~r'f. Teaser
124 Muldoon's Trip Around tue World.

bf,;.~'fleaser

by Tom Teaser

62 Yo~~:~sle ~t~iJ~i~~~::d; or, The False Detective's Villainy.
63 Yo.Lir~.Sieuth's Terrible Test; or, Won nt the Risk ot

~ ~~~~: ~~8u~t~ 1~c~s~~~ ~~~e~it~rt~n~ba~~·~nSr~~::
~ ~~~~~ ~\:~~~:: t~!~ ~i~l;~e~rO~~i:g~nf<!:nHtD!t!~:i~;~;
Grentest Ruse.

1

68 YoF~: . ~{; t:~~S~~ -~pe Female fsmuggler; or, Working
69 Young Sleuth's Ligutn ing Obangee; ~r. 'l'bo Gold Brick

Gan2 '1'uken ln.

70 YoG~:e~!~~~t~ 1~~dJii~~~j,v~~e~~.Owl Mountain; or, Th&

71 \'onng SJeuth ·s LaRt Round; or, The Keen Detective'o.
Best'Knock-Out.
72 Yo<'J~oS.~~~uth's Sharps; or, Sharp Work Among Sharr>
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